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Welcome Forward!

"I can't believe it's time for
school to start again!" come the
echoed cries of students drag
ging wearily from one line to
next.
"They screwed up my finan
cial aid again!" "All I want to
do is pay my bill. I've been
standing here for 20 minutes
and the line hasn't moved!"
"Why don't they hire someone
that knows what they are talk
ing about!"
WELCOME BA-AACK!
It seems like nothing ever
changes. The bookstore prices
are too high. The lunch room

food too common; the salad on classes you'd never find a
bar too wilted; even Chic Fil- need for in every day life.
It was never like this in high
A is losing its appeal. Every
school.
Why does going to col
where you go there are lines of
foul mood people. Parking is lege have to be so complicated?
too congested. Classes are too After all, what are the chances
full, and no one seems to care of you coming down with the
how much you are sacrificing measles and the mumps at your
by coming to school to make age. Does anyone even know
something better of yourself. what rubella is?
If you are like most students,
Arrgghh! College is such a
pain, and coming back to class you have waited until the last
after a summer off is the last minute to take care of things
thing you want to do right now. you need to do to prepare for
If only you could afford a tropi the coming school year.
Instead of looking forward
cal vacation before your brain
was forced to work overtime to school, you are looking back
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and dreading things that have beginnings. So, instead of wel school's policies and regula
not even occurred yet.
coming you back to school this tions on everything from park
Wouldn't it be nice if you fall, we are welcoming you ing to playing poker on cam
could look forward instead? forward.
pus.
When you look forward, you
You will not fail in math this If you are truly wise, you
open up the doors to unending year. You will study, ask ques will get your ID validated be
opportunities. You look for an tions, form study groups and fore mid term and take advan
swers. You do the research do well.
tage of your student activities
necessary to get you where
You will make use of the fees by using the library, gym,
you want to go, and you form writing center to help you with weight room and computer lab.
a positive attitude that refuses term papers and essays.
You will also attend concerts,
to be dragged down by the
If you have problems with luncheons, comic acts, sports
negative thoughts around you. a professor, you will look into events and many other special
When you look back, you the cause of the problem and events which are all free with
lose sight of where you are go offer an intelligent solution. your valid ID.
ing. Instead of looking for
When you come to school
You will familiarize your
ward to the future, you look self with the student bill of with a backwards attitude, you
back to the past and expect rights. Pick up a copy of the miss part of the experience that
only bad things to happen. You school catalogue from the college can bring.
convince yourself that you do registrar's office and use it for
Spend more time looking
not have the power to change future reference on transfer forward and you will find your
the future, to change yourself ring core classes, awareness of self becoming a very popular
or to change others, but that needed prerequisites and de person. Your mood and attitude
power is in each of us, if only gree requirements. You will will reflect on others, just as the
we are willing to let go of the read the Student's Illustrated, golden glow of the setting sun
past.
available in the Student Activi reflects against the city sky and
We are conditioned by the ties office, or take a class in turns a gray world into one of
very lang uage we use to turn AASU101 to familiarize your endless possibilities that you
our thoughts away from new self with your rights and the helped to create.

The Inkwell welcomes
Marion O. Braxton \
Marion is a 21 year old
art major at AASU. He
joined the Inkwell staff in
the Spring of 1996.
His cartoon series, Poison
Frogs, will be a regular ad
dition to The Inkwell for Fall
Quarter. Marion works as a
sign maker at a local grocery
store and plays basketball
whenever he gets a chance.
He also does free-lance work
and spot color for Creative
Loafing.

Smart students preregister and avoid long(er) lines.

AASU hosts APCA
Conference
By J. Dion Couch

The weekend of August one of the most well received
16-17 Armstrong Atlantic wel presentations, "Body Lan
comed delegates to the Asso guage" by Jan Hargrove. The
ciation for the Promotion of Challenge Course enabled
Campus Activities (APCA) teams to solve problems as a
L.E.A.D. workshop. So basi unit and not as an individual.
cally for you acronym freaks it Friday evenings entertain
was AASU APCA L.E.A.D.! ment, was "STAR STAGE"
Got it? Good. What does all where delegates made their
this mean? Besides buying a own music videos. On Sat
lot of vowels from Vanna, it urday, Mentalist Steve
meant two solid days of educa Banachek wowed the audi
tion sessions, entertainment ence with his uncanny mind
showcases, a challenge course, reading abilities! Banachek
and of course networking! Del will make a return engage
egates from Armstrong in ment to AASU on Tuesday
cluded members of the College September 24th in the
Union Board, the Student Gov Ashmore Hall Auditorium at
ernment Association, and noon.
Armstrong has been a
L.E.A.D. or Leadership, Edu
cation and Development has member of APCA since its
been around for about ten years. creation three years ago. We
Originally conceived by Arm attend their National Confer
strong and Georgia Southern, ences with a goal of purchas
the past couple of years it has ing entertainment at a lower
Reese
ponders
his
fate
at
the
cashier's
wi
n
dow,
Robert
been a labor of love between price than we could get an act
one
of
these
sheets
has
my
class
schedule
on
it!"
"I know
AASU and Coastal Georgia on our own. The Conferences
Community College. Working also allows schools to seeacts
with APCA gives the program live and not just rely on a
demo tape or the word of an
national exposure.
APCA's goal is to provide agent. By using "block book
"Quality, Affordable Program ing" (booking an act during a
ming Services" to colleges and one week period in conjunc
universities that might not have tion with one or more area
the largest of programming colleges) the school can save
budgets. The APCA workshop hundreds of dollars! Several
hosted at Armstrong Atlantic of the acts thai have perform
at AASU recently were
had 100 delegates from 22 dif
ferent schools representing booked at the last APCA
three states! The education ses Conference held in Atlanta.
sions ranged in topics fr°m This conference was such a
"Creative Publicity", "Situ~ success that APCA will be re
ational Leadership", and turning next August for an
"Group Decision Making to ther L.E.A D. workshop'
cnntintied on paee 2

Marion was born in Savan
nah, Georgia, and began
drawing and doodling at an
early age. But, unlike some
children, he never stopped
drawing and sees cartoon
writing as a way of making
people smile without speak
ing a word.
His Poison Frog characters
are based on people he knows
in real life. His character
Malcolm is based on himself.
Marion was influenced by
such cartoonists as Ray
Billingsly, who does Curtis in
the Sunday Morning comics;
Jerry Craft- "Mama's Boyz,"
Rob Armstrong and the cre
ator of Calvin and Hobbs.
Marion is impressed with
cartoonists who include rel
evance to life in their strips
and hopes to do the same
when he becomes a syndi
cated cartoonist. "I think I
have the ability to do it. It's
just having the right people
see your work."
Marion's first published
cartoon appeared in the
Johnson High School News
paper. He has also published
cartoons in the Tiger's Roar
at Savannah State.
He has won a number of
contests, including a Notable
Mention in the Black History
Mural Contest.
Marion received a scholar
ship to attend SCAD, but it
was not enough to cover all

the expenses, so he became a
computer science major at Sa
vannah State. "My mom
pushed me to become a com
puter science major. I liked it,
but I do better with written
information and C.S. is noth
ing but math, so I came to
AASU."
When asked how his
mother felt about his becom
ing a cartoonist, Marion
smiled and said, "When my
mother saw I could get paid,
then she showed support."
Marion hopes to be suc
cessful as a syndicated car
toonist. He had at one time
dreamed of being a comic
book artist, but said that the
competition is really stiff.
It takes Marion about 2
hours to pencil in a cartoon
strip and about two hours to
ink it in, depending on how
motivated he is at the time!
He also does pen and ink
illustrations and is beginning
to work with oils.
The comic strip, Poison
Frogs, which appears in The
Inkwell, will soon be running
in the Georgia Guardian as
well.
Marion hopes to improve
his art skills and make his car
toon strips become more in
tune with life so as to be rel
evant to his readers.
We think he's well on his
way there. Welcome to the
Inkwell staff, Marion!
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What is on
your mind?

APCA cont. from page 1
was such a success that APCA we would like to expand it nawill be returning next August tionwide. I tipmy hat to Dr.Joe
for another L.E.A.D. work- Buck, A1 H arris, and Dave
shop!
Lehouts (GCCC) forwhat they
Eric Lambert, the execu- have done with this program.
tive director of APCA, ex
pressed his views of the
If yo u are interested in beL.E.A.D. workshop, "I'm very ing involved in programming,
impressed with L.E.A.D. It's a stop by the Student Activities
wonderful program, and with office and fill out a leadership
thecooperation of its directors, application.

BANACHEK will tell you
on the 24th of September...
Noon - Ashmore Hall Auditorium
Arrive Skeptical - Leave Amazed
Christine Cooke seems more amused than amazed by
"mind reader" Banachek... Come judge for yourself L.E.A.D Trust Fall - Hey fellows, you're only supposed to do it

are his powers real? And, if they are, how can you use

one person at a time! Oops, too late, now.

them to help you out on your next pop quiz?

This

Mentafist
vlitt blow your mind!
Volunteers needed
for L.I.F.E.

All aboard? Trish Ferro - counting toes. Talk about closeness, This
group deserves a prize!

Rock Me Productions
along with Emcees
bring you an evening
of "coffee house"
entertainment with
"THE
NUDES" - Guitars
Friday October 18th AASU
& Cello that rock! and
Fine Arts Auditorium 8pm
A limited number of AASU Student,
Comedian
Faculty & Staff T ickets are available
BUZZ SUTHERLAND
for $8
Friday Evening
AASU's Rock Me Productions presents country singer/songwriter Ty England on October 18,
October 4 at 8pm
Open Door Productions is
at 8:00 P.M. in the Fine Arts Auditorium. Tickets are $10 in advance and $12 on the day of the
bringing
show. A limited number of AASU student tickets are available at $8 each and are available in
the Student Activities Office in the MCC building.
Ty England originally toured in Garth Brook's band. He now promotes his second album,
"Acapella A La Carte"
"Two Ways to Fall", which will be released on September 17th featuring the single Irresistible
for your lunchtime pleasure
You. Ty E ngland also topped the cha rts with his first single Should Have Asked Her Faster"
Tuesday October 15th
se*
from his debut album.
ePOCATPN
Shearouse Plaza - Noon
Ty England is causing a stir in the music industry and is sure to put on an unforgettable
performance. Tickets are available at all Civic Center outlet s. For more information call, 9275300.
% K)

Rock Me Productions
presents RCA Recording
Artist

Ty England

TYENGLAND

The Sound

Don' t Forget...

The 1995 Geechees are in!
Pick your copy up at Student
Activities.

Is alcohol taking you

"Wow!"

You should always carry a
validated Student ID card.

away from your
family? Call
Helpline Georgia
24 hours a day for
free confidential
information.
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L.I.F.E., Inc. is a non-profit
organization in Savannah
which provides services and
advocacy for persons with dis
abilities. Wayne Dawson, Ex
ecutive Director, has indicated
an ongoing need for volunteer
assistance with various
projects the organization spon
sors. He has requested the as
sistance of AASU student lead
ers, faculty and staff in ap
proaching organizations on
campus for possible volunteer
assistance.
Some of the tasks identified
include (but are notlimited to):
v*i/l!«7ioT «jj •*.»: - %

iA

•moving and assembling furniture
•reader services
•telephone surveys
•fundraising events
•additional light construction tasks
Wayne also states the need
for someone with computer
knowledge, especially of the
Internet and Websites, to assist
in helping them get established
in the cyberspace era!
Please forward thsi informa
tion to the appropriate organi
zations on campus or call Jan
Jones at ext. 5271 for further
information.
Wayne Dawson can be
reached at 920-2314 if further
information is needed.
Thank You,
Jan Jones, Director of
Disability Services, AASU

Armst ro ng Atlantic S ta t e Uniuersity
11935 Hbercorn Street
Sauannah, GA 31419
(912)927-5351
FflH 921-5497
e-mail:inkuiell@mailgate.armstrong.edu
B.J. English
editor
C o n t r i b u t i n g U l r i t e rs
Dr. St e u e R h e e
C a r r i e LUhiddon
Dr. M a r k F i n l a y
managing editor
C hr i s F u l l e r
Entertainment Editor
J . Dion C o u c h
Photography:
Ben B a k e r
Staff Ulriters
J
.
Dion Co uch
J o Lloyd
B eu e r l y E n g l i s h
P h i ll i p Yen
Robert Poole Jr.
Doug C h a n c o
B d u i s or ,: iii
Al H
arris
narns

The Inkwell is published and distributed bi-weekly, five times during the
Fall, Winter and Spring Quarters on alternate Wednesdays. Copies are available
in distribution boxes throughout the campus or can be subscribed to by mail for
$24 a year.
The Inkwell welcomes letters and comments for improvement provided that
they are clearly written or typed. All letters submitted for publication must be
signed and a phone number should be provided for verification purposes. Names
will be withheld upon request.
The Inkwell welcomes public announcements, press releases, etc. Such in
formation will be published free of charge at the discretion of the editorial staff.
The comments and opinions expressed in this publication do not necessarily
express the opinions of anyone other than the person who has written them and ar e
not to be taken as a reflection upon the views of the facult y, administrators, the
University System of Georgia or the Board of Regents.
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Office of the President
,
By Robert Poole Jr.
ship for? Each ship costs an
Master of Education:
o~Kort A
r. .
the local state andfederal level Physical Therapy
Appearance is important; so average of 104 million dollars,
Special EducationKathleen Orzada' c FeSldent; are available for political sci- Department Head:
is
keeping
up with the Joneses. That's at least 416 million dolecre
Behavior Disorders
tary, ence majors (Examples include David A. Lake, PT, PhD
w
-8-IS
'
am °
The 1996Democratic National lars. What a waste! The
Learning Disabilities
°UrS
00pm.
Sam Nunn's Office, Savannah Secretary - Jan Johnstone
Convention
was
an uupvwi'v
impressive -Pentagon's
excuse is that it is
\-nwgjr
v-a/u v
waatui
———o
Language ram
Pathology
Mayor's Office; City of Savan- Hours - 8:30am - 5pm
Office of University
The
Education
department
also
one.
Bill
Clinton
and
A1
Gore
cheaper
than
destroying or
nah and Chatham County ad- Degree Available:
Advancement
TnhnT nZ tt •
ministrative units,Truman Na- MS in Physical Therapy
offers degrees and certificates were both very convincing.
storing such equipment. It also
dent for unhLu
^ ^ Scholarship Program); Job Oportunities:
with Georgia Southern
Christopher Reeve touched makes us look good politically.
y advance- Internships for criminal justice Physical Therapist
Universtity, Savannah State many hearts. If only he could We are in debt, but we look
f1 . „
majors are required and can be Special Fees or Hours:
University, The Brunswick have used his Superman pow- Good?! Now, humor me on
Linda ansen, secretary to the found at the state local and Because of the way the pro- Center, camden Center ,etc.
ers to readthier minds as well... this. We are over there now
vice president
^
^
'g _n_ gfam .g structured; students Contact the Education DepartIt took guts for Bill Clinton protecting the no-fly zone,
Hours: 8.15 am-5pm, week elude US Marshals US Alco- have to purchase approxi- ment for complete information, to attack the smoking issue like right? What good is having
days
hoi, Tobacco, and'Firearms; mately a$1000of books at the
he did, especially for a guy that these four out-dated ships over
"
US Secret Service; Federal beginning of the Program.
We were unable to obtain in- inhaled during college.
there? won t they get in the
How
much
do
you
reckon
way? Hopefully, wearen't givLane Library
t
Training
Club
activities:
formation
from
the
other
deLaw Enforcemen
the
DNC
cost?
Bob
Dole
ing them tomahawks too.
Director, Ben Lee, 927-5332; Academy; GBI; US Attorney's Physical
Club open to partments on campus.
should know. At least Ross Ironically, our own weapons
Assistant Director for Library OfficeOffice- Chatham County Dis- physical
pnysicai therapy
tneiapy major stu
*•——
-Cvctomc
TJ
J
r
rr,
,
.
'
_
.
AT
_
meeting
cou'd^us^t0"^"®
Systems and He ad of Tech ni- trict Attorney's Office; Savan- dents;
meet,ng "uportant
i
I
f
i
n
Perot
uses
his
own
money,
to
n
0rmat
0
iniormauon ^ ^ u§ .§ going tQ get out
Money and technology or
cal Services, Doug
sav the US ,s go.ng to get out
Money and technolog
and chihm county Police times.
© Frazier,, nah
U(U1 allu ^11011111 VUUlllJ x v/a xww
From the Financial Aid of debt is jjke saying the Bills these proportions whould not
921-5485; Head of Reference Departments; Chatham County
Office at AASU
will win the Super Bowl.
be given away to other counServices, Judy Dubus, 921- Sheriff s Office
Department of Radiologic The Financial Office, in conI read an article the other tries so freely, if at all. Park
5478; Head of Circulation and
Technologies
junction
with
Computer
Inforday
which stated that the Pen- these ships somewhere and
Interlibrary Loan, Patti =====
Secretary: Becky Smith
mation Services and Lane Li- tagon has proposed to give charge admission. Living on a
Deaux, 927-5332; Head of History Department
Hours: 8:15 — 5:00
brary, is pleased to announce away foru Navy frigates. Tur- boat is a luxury. It sure beats
Media Services, Jennie Paton, Department Head:
Special Services: None
that students, faculty, and staff key would get two, Egypt one living on the streets, not to
927-5334. Library hours of Nancy A. White
available: now have
access
to and Bahrain would get one mention throwing away all that
operation: M-Th, 7:30 am-11 Secretary: Nancy H. Parker
AS, BS
_
"fastWEB", an online scholar- also. What does Egypt need a money.
pm; Fri, 7:30 am-5 pm; Sat., Hours of operation: 08:30Jobs: Radiographers and Ra- ship search. This service is be10 am-6 pm; Sun., 2 pm - 11 1700 (5:00pm) M-F
diation Therapists. Work in jng provided free of charge to
pm. Hours of Reference Desk Types of Degrees available:
hospitals, clinics, medical of- the Armstrong Atlantic State
Service: M-Th, 8 am - 9 pm; BA History, BA History with
fice, and mobile facilities.
community,
Friday, 8 am - 5 pm; Sat., 10 T-4 Certification.
co tn q r*m
Class work off campus. Must Through
the
Internet,
am - 6 pm; Sun., 2 pm - 9 p . TyPeS of jobs normlly availBy Jo Lloyd
hase some special equip- "fastWEB" will offer students
over 180,000 listings of schol- Your Student Government
Reference librarians provi e able wjth this degree:Teaching
library instruction sessions o and Education, Museum Cura- Qub Activities: Radiologic arships, fellowships, grants and Association would like to exclasses upon the request ot e t0ff Administrative and Man- Technologies student Associa- loans repr esenting billions of tend to each of you new stuinstructor. In
ua e in agement positions in Private
dollars in pri vate sector fund- dents a hearty WELCOME
identifying, locating, and using Nonprofit Organizations, Pub- Scholarships available to stu- ing. The program works by the ABOARD!!!!! and to all relibrary resources avai a e dc Agencies, Private Sector dents enroned in professional student entering demographic turning students WELCOME
from professional librarian Coorporations, Publishing, c
information to include: Col- BACK!!!!!! We hope your with this line so try 921-5589
onent 0f curriculum.
if y™ d™'1 «*eive an answer
^ Mormation: Depart- iege Major, Class Tank, GPA, summer was terrific.
during hours of reference desk journalism,Public Archivist,
service.
jobs in Graduate History : ment bas seperate admission School Year, Career Objective, We are looking forward to a soon after your ca ).
you
Ecomnomics, Law, Public
egs (September through Race Heritage, Religion, etc. productive and FUN year and have a problem that we can t
Admninistration and Policy March for admission the fol- into "fastWEB"
invite all who may be inter- help you with, chances are we
Art/Music:
Studies.
ber)
in
addition
After
the
student's
information
ested to join us. Even if you can show someone who can
lowi
Septme
Department Head:
Club Activities: Phi Alpha ^ ^
admission. Admis- is entered, fastWEB will ere- don't want to get involved full Also, SG/^Ms weekly
Dr. James Anderson
ative in nature ate a private mailbox based on time. . .we have part time meetmgs onTHURSDAYS.at
Theta
History
Faternity
(Procompet
Secretary:
fessional)
Contact
Dr.
Osmos
™
•
. last name and things also. So come on out
op
com. t.
Maria de la Torriente
a
Hours of operation: 8:15 -5pm Lanier, faculty dvisor:927- "
degree and home zip code, and tell the stu- and join the fun!!!
Types of degrees available: 5283 or Grace Robbins, chap GpA Contact department for dent to check his or her box
As some of you may know
attend
BA
RA in Art,
Art. BA in Music, ter president: 756-5553.
specific criteria.
(based on activity in the sys- we met this summer and for- lie so we
y
Bachelor of Music Educa- Special Internships/Scholar= tern) in five to thirty minutes, mulated a plan to accomplish
At this time, I'll report the
tion, Bachelor of Science in ships available: two annual Education
The scholarship search pro- various goals and objectives.
Education in the Art Educa- graduate internships, check Department Head: Bettye gram can be accessed through Some of the goals we set were names of the SGA Executive
with the history office.
tion
Anne Battiste
a computer workstation with a pretty ambitious but with your ^ ^
_ president
Types of jobs normallyVavailK
Secretaries:MarianE.Ellison World Wide Web (www) help we will see them §eanConnolly_VlcePresident
able with this degree - Teachbrowser such as Netscape or achieved. Here is a sma is ^ ^ Lloyd - Secretary
and Computer Science and Cynthia Plummer
ing art or music in public/ Department Head:
Hours of o peration: 8:15 a.m. Mosaic. To initiate the search, of some of the goals we set: Lorie Williams - Treasurer
private
schools ^ (K-12), Ed
jer
.
o p.m.
Mon.- iFri.
type
in "
the following
4=7 link in
pm. mun.
rnu Whee
vyiiccici
- 5;0
j.uu
n.
vr^ 111
—
.
k b-1 *
church music positions, pro- Secretary; Gail Edwards
Types of Degrees available: All World Wide Web browser: l).Class information booklet And these are the folks who
fessional artist, private art Hoursof operation 8:15-5:15 teacher education programs at http://www.armstrong.edu/
2).Bookstore pricing
get everything done:
or music lessons, professional Speciai Services offered:
Atlantic State Uniclick on the fastWEB
solutions
Senators
performing musician, music ^Pl^orjaiSj computer facilities) versity are accredited by the icon and follow the online in- 3). Coffee vending machines
Cristen West
or art stores.
Mathematics Tutorial is lo- Georgia Professional Stan- structions. If you have any
in some of the buildings
Van Bui
Any special fees - fee for pn- cated Qn Second Floor of u_ dards Commission (PSC) and questions call Brad Burnett, 4).Telephones stationed outBud Burke
vate
Art Supo am
am The
Coucil for
Ac- uirector
Director 1of Financial Aid at
side of buildings
b
and is
h available
yaw music lessons/
—
-»
avanaoie 8;0
o.uu
me National
(National coucn
iui ntbrary ana
Kevin Rachael
—- —
* f\f\ .
.. .
5).Childcarealternatives
plies/photo lah
lab.
bll 1:00 pm and 5:00 pm til creditation of Teacher Educa- 927-5272.
Stephen
Eady
6).Improved facilities for
Club activities: Student 7 0()
HeJp is availabie for tion (NCATE).
Jason Herndon
disabled individuals
Chapter of National Assoc.o Learning
Undergraduate Degree Proearnjng Support mathemat- Undergradual
Sports
Quiz
Deon Sears
7).Parking alternatives/
Art Educators and Student
codege ^gebra, precalcu- grams
by Larry Duncan
Tom Murphy
solutions
Chapter of Music Educators ^ each houf Depending on Bachelor of Science in EducaJonathan Basich
National Conference.
tbe experience Qf the tutors, tion in:
1. What golfer's nickname was
James Durrence
As you can see, many of
= help is also available in other Art Education
Emperor Jones?
Dereka Sears
2. In what sport do you her these tasks will require input
Government: Law/Criminal mathematics courses and Business Education (with SSC) ringbone to get uphill?
Doug Chanco
and energy from many indi
3. Where is Wembley Stadium.
Justice/Political Science
mathematical questions in Early Elementary Education
As you can tell, there is room
4.
What team
did the
Hicrinlines
Snrial Sciences
Sciences Education
Fducation (in
(in
4. What
team uiu
u.^ St.
— Louis viduals rather
ratner than
man the
me faithful
lanmui for
other
f.
Department Head:
Social
other
disciplines.
tauc
v
a lot more!!
(baseball) eventUally beMichael E. Donahue, Ph.D. Type (s) of degrees available: History and in Political Sci- come?
few,
so
help
out
when
3nic:
„
- , 1
And
jyiiciutc
e„;
DC
x
< por^
Hid the Seven Mules where
vuhe.re. you
vou can. You will
Will be
Ana ad special
specu introduction
5
whom did
Secretary: Grayce Palmer
BS in Computer Science, BS ence)
es
t0
glad you did.
g°
AL HARRIS without
block?
^ „
Hours of normal operation: in Mathematical Sciences
Speech Correction
6. Who was "The Galloping
whom we couldn't accomplish
•
0830-1700 (5pm) M-F
Types of jobs normally avail- With the School of Arts and Ghost"?
7 Who was the first American
For those of you not familiar much of anything. A1 is the
Types of degrees available: able with this degree: Bank- Science:
^d'^'Snnpion?
.
with AASU's Student Govern- director of Student Activities
. » c fmncentraion in law en- ing and Finance, Computer All with Teacher Certincationcountry took part in the
g
.
.
,q<-> cSummer
.rmmer Olympics
Olympic after a 40- ment Association, please feel and advisor for CUB and SGA
1952
forcement or corrections), BS, Programming, Management, Biology
free to stop by and chat when (a°d others). He's also the refyear absence?
and MS in criminal justice; BA Public Administration, Utilities Chemistry
you have some spare time. We eree when things at our meetscience with teacher Corporations, Manufacturing, English
Sports Quiz Answers
will have a schedule posted ings get hot, but that's another
certification or with a concen- Insurance, Teachers, Environ- History
~ 1. Bobby Jones; 2. sWng, 3.^ ^ ^ ^ -n MCC bldg? st0ry.
tration in public administra- mental Science and more.
Mathmatics
Horsemen*of Notre Da'me; 6. Room 201. Our phone num- So GOOD LUCK this
Some employers of AASU Music
Red Grange; 7. Bobby Fischer; 8. the ber IS 927-5350 (but we have quarter and we'll see ya
T°oes of jobs normally avail- math and computer science Political Science
Soviet Union^^Feature, Sjmd.
been experiencing difficulties around!
able with this degree: ForCJ: majors include: IBM, Digital Graduate Degree Programs:
law enforcement, court admin- Electronics,
Proctor and Curriculum and Instruc ionR.F.D. by MIKE MARLAND
istration, correctional posi- Gamble, NASA, McDonald Master of Education:
tions, juvenile intake officers Douglas, Gulfstream and Elementary Education
.flDOLE?1MlSlS
rue SCHOOL NURSE.
and counselors, criminal inves- more.
Middle Grades
C
T
DAUGHTER?
i tion, and private security Club activities: Luncheon/ Secondary Education) sue s SPRAINED
ositions; for political science: Colloquium each Tuesday at Business Education
a range of government and pri- 12:00 in Hawes 203.
English Education
vate sector positions
Special internships/scholar- Mathmatics Educati
Club activities: Law club
ships/programs, etc. are avail- Science Education
Special internships/scholar- able.
Social Science Edu
r
rams: Internships at
ships/p °g
Therapy

N o

Type (s) of

r e g u l a r

degrees

SGA Underway!!!
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Germany in 21 Days

Views of the German Countryside

By Dr. Steve Y Rhee
Director, Office of International
Programs at AASU.
Joint funding support by
both the U.S. and German
Fulbright Commissions allowed
me to attend the "Fulbright Semi
nar in Germany for the U.S. Ad
ministrators on InternationalEdu
cation" from April 13 to May 4,
1996. Normally, under the
Fulbright grant, approximately 60
percent is covered by the host
country (Germany), while therest
of the 40 percent iscovered by the
U.S. Fulbright Commission. We
were told while in Germany that,
due to the funding reduction by
both U.S. and German govern
ments, they chose 15 instead of
25 and trimmed to a 3 week pro
gram rather than the normal 4
week program.
Netherlands No, it s Ostfriesland, Germany! In front of an historical landmark Lutheran Church building.
During the trip, we at- 0^^ nictate of the 15 U.S. deligates and Ms. Silk. Peters (far left, second row)
u ^
tended
rvrman
d seminars at several ot
of the ^Z'^dinator,
Gennan Fulbright Commission
major German Universities and
numerous "new" technical colformer East Ger- Cold-War era., Then, we visited
leges, secondary schools, indus- gwn,wn
^ reunification in the Otis Electric Manufacturing
trial and historical sites, and govAs the tour bus came to Company and held a seminar on
ernmental institutions. To me, it ^_•
Germany near how the company trains theyoung
was an "eye-opening" interna- ™
we noticed a stark con- apprentices in the fields of industional education experience in
'WestGermany. Mostof trial electrical engineering and
observing as to how the post-rewer£
yish) drab, data processing under the voc a6
unification German political msti- we wi
B
stru ctured; mod_ tional training program developed
tutions and society were groping a
Soviet architectural by the German Ministry of Edufor new identity in Europe.
buildings were cation
Upon retracing the infor
S
8
'
^
and even vacL.We
mation
gained during this Semi
were told that it was because of
April 15, Bonn Germany - The
westward popuiation migra- nar, the question arises: In what
"Germany Today seminar was a
reunification respects did I profit from the Promost appropriate key note event, honp^emaiier
gram? To me, it was the firsthand
psychologically preparing us for °
^
25th bus t • tQ observation of the dynamics of
^^nliSe^toDr13!"mountain castle of Wartburg the reunified German politica
compliments to Dr.An ^ ^ Qf ^ most memorabie system and society in operation,
gela Voile, Editor-in Chief ot a
experiences for me. and getting familiarized with the
reputable journal, ^gmattonal
mountain castle that German higher education system
IteGemtan reformist Rev, Mar- with its main achievements and
man Society fo
§ retired tin Luther, under the protection of problems,
and Dr. Karl Roeloffs a retire
I also had an ample percepfeudal prinCe, confined
Typical German residences in th Rhine Valley.
prominent educator for their rn
himself in order to translate the tion of the reality of contempoeffective presentations of co
Bible from the original Greek text rary German society and feel that
ar
f°ri ri l QPirrinnr at ^lfe German into the vernacular German lan- I can better understand the basic
tended a seminar at the German
reading in the 15th "driving forces" of Germany as a
Fulbright Commission headquartold that major European power and also
rh>hS3,hemofeTon- C Mama Luther wrote the fa- as i "key player" in the global
the high caliber of the protes
theses against the Ger- economic system, heading todism among die
^
^ Church ^ his pn wards tbe 21 st century. I also had Right.Martin
£P v!i wiSt Koln Gummer- vate study of the WartburgCastle, an ample opportunity to observe Luther's study
Having arrived there late,my only the German "efficiency, worteth- in the Wartburg
• ipifnre Afterwards we regret was that we did not have ics, and the organizational skil s
Castle in
Pr^ i j t Cologne bv bus'and enough time to explore more. Having traveled to Mexico, the
Eisenach,
visited the world-famous Cologne Also, a visitation to the Bahamas, China Hong Kong,
Cathedral, an historical landmark Buchenwald former Nazi Con- South Korea and Japan previGermany.
rvhnrrh hnilt in the 15th century centration Camp onSunday, April ously, I can clearly see the major
28,h was another unforgettable difference of the German iMeauriiviripH into three Irouos of 5 and experience. To that extent, we also cratic efficiency and their get
traveled to different regions Our appreciated the German Fulbright things done properly" attitude.
SjCommission staff members for
All in all, I would like ,0
Lower Saxony region (the north- Rowing us,o see all thesegments
Below Right:
western part of Germany, border- of Germany s past.
to Dr Barbara lschinger^execu
Break Dancing
teawhhthe Netherlands) and visOur 4 day stay in Berlin tive director of the German
was
performed by
iter! three "new" technical colIhe high point of the travel. Fulbright Commission, and Ms.
' . CFachhochschulen Ost- The April 30th Seminar and Panel Silke Peters, the Program Cooran aspiring
frfeUand
Oldenburg and Discussion with Representatives dinator, for planning, organizing
German street
WMelmshavra) and one traSi of Berlin's 4 major universities and implementing such a high
artist.
tinned university (University of was quite impressive. I think both quality educational program for
OMeiburgJ and held seminal in the U.S. and German educational us. The care and thought that they
SSfSadministrators expressed candidly put into the scheduling of the
tincti ve feature of this region was our mutual concerns and interests seminar, the topics covered in the
that due to the lowland character- in promoting the international discussion, and the field trips,and
stfcs Uiey have cultivated the exchange of faculty and students the attempt to cover wider arrays
flood control techniques to the alike. The "May Day" (a German of the German higher education
fid W extent
national holiday) sight-seeing topics are quite laudable. For that
As the train was passing tour of Berlin by bus was quite purpose alone, the majortheme of
through this area we noticed nu- an educational experience for us. the Fulbright program: the intermerous modem "windmills" will cherish my fond memory national and interculturalpromosvrirling around in the moors. It of standing in front of the tion of understanding between
was such a peaceful scenery that Brandenburg Gate and reliving mid among nations, is wel served,
we were saying how blessed this the German hastory the re
All of the German hosts were
country was. In the evening of May 2 - 4, The May 2-3 trips to quite courteous and very well orApril 24, we gatheredtogether for the German Vocational Training gamzed, always starting events
a farewell dinner party at one of high school and the Brondby on the dot . Likewise I a so
the summer resort areas. We also Oberschule were quite rewarding found the 15 members of the U.S.
found out that the smoked eel is experiences. By talking to some administrators to be a wellone of the local delicacies of this of the German youngsters who rounded, friendly and vivacious
had attended the Seminar, we group. To my observation, everyregion
April 26 - 29 The whole group could explore what the young one seemed to get along well, and
. of l5 were reunited and we trav- generation in Germany were con- if there were interpersonal coneled together to the Thuringia re- templating about life m th e post flicts, they were not evident.
which

was

the

th£

ence.My

The historical and the modern mix.

I

>

"Happy Camper", Mr. Richard von Bardeleben (Dept Head for Planning of Vocational
Training in Bonn) receives SanDiego Padres baseball hat from Dr. Barbara Ischinger.

Some ot the U.S. educators with German hi
iosts at'

emshaven,

Germany.

U.S. deligation upon arrival at Fachhochschule, Koln-Gummersbach campus.
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Diverse Cultures meet
On Berlin Streets

Sidewalk Artist in Kurdam Avenue in Berlin

Honors Program Offers Core Alternatives
If you are a recent high major. Current honors an Honors Course. Honors ation for these scholarships.
school graduate or have courses are as follows:
courses in the core are open Other Benefits
maintained a 3.2 College
Students enrolled in the
to all students who meet the
GPA overall, you may be HIS 192 Honors Civ. II published prerequisites.
Honors Program will also be
qualified to enter the Hon ENG 192 Honors Comp Graduation with Honors invited to attend special lun
ors Program at AASU.
ENG 292 Honors Lit
Students will Graduate cheons and social events
The honors program is MAT 206 Calculus I or with Honors by completing each quarter. Special cultural
a new initiative at Arm MAT 207 Calculus II
the Honors in the Core com and social activities are also
strong that is designed to PSY 191 Hon. Gen Psy ponent, the Honors in the on the agenda.
challenge and reward stu Admission to the pro Major component, and by
Honors students will be
dents of high academic gram:
maintaining a 3.2 GPAat the allowed to preregister early
a) Entering Students time of Graduation. The for classes. Aspecial honors
ability and motivation.
The program begins may apply to the Honors achievement will be noted dorm and special lounge and
with special sections of Program if they score both in the student's graduation computer facilities are also
courses within the Core 1100 on the SAT and regalia, on the diploma and in the planning stages when
Curriculum. The honors graduate with a 3.2 in their in the college transcript. the new Academic Building
program will provide spe high school class. Students Honors Program graduates is completed.
cial intellectual, cultural scoring 3 or better on each will also receive one the tra
If you would like more
and social opportunities, of three Advance Place ditional Latin honors.
information on becoming a
while the smaller class ment examinations of the Scholarships
part of the honors program
sizes will allow students a College Board will also be
A limited number of on campus, please contact
greater opportunity to encouraged to apply.
scholarships are available Mark Finlay in the History
meet and work with their
b) Continuing Students for qualified students who Department at (912) 927academic peers and play a may apply to enter the meet and maintain high 5283, or 921-5642. FAX:
more active role in the Honors Program if they standards of academic per (912) 921-5581 or e-mail:
have at least a 3.2 overall formance. Students apply mark_finlay @ mailgate.
learning process.
Honors courses will be GPA and are either en- ing to the Honors Program armstrong.edu.
are eligible for consider

Tpmrv-

' r r r ( '

A roller-skating clown advertises along Berlin Street.

Every/ Day/

Come to Office Depot for guaranteed low prices on:
M.

. :•»

•*£

Historic landmark German church in Kurdam Avenue, Berlin,
contrasts the old with the new.

Library hours of operation:
M-Th, 7:30 am-11 pm
FrL 7:30 am-5 pm
Sat., 10 am-6 pro
Sun., 2 pm - 11 pm.
Honrs of Reference Desk Service:
m Th 8 am - ' Pm; Friday, 8 am - 5 pm;
g 't

,o am - 6 Pi"? Sun>2 Pm"9 Pm-

Computers & Accessories
• Software
• School Supplies
• Printers, Fax Mac hines, Calculators
and Other Business Machines
• Furniture
Plus, check out the in-store
Business Center for all your
printing and copying needs

Call 1-800-557-3376

for the store nearest you

the graduate page
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Graduate Students Turn
to Unions for Help

famous Last Words

Blind Student Is
Denied Admission
to Medical School

A judge in Roanoke,
Virginia just recently dis
missed a woman's lawsuit
against
two Virginia Tech
By Sunni DeNicola
^ unique collegia rej
bit
football players, declaring
unconstitutional a federal
ing in surgery.
jaw that allows rape vic- By Colleen DeBaise
academia seem aworid apart «>ns'some. things and allow the u„ion t0
College Press Service
One medical professor
tims to sue their attackers.
from the smokestacks of indus- ®°y"ma„hemasexperldable intervene in s.tuat.ons ,hat
COLUMBUS,
Ohio
—Case
listed
43 medical conditions,
U.S. District Judge
try, but increasingly, an un- times treat tne
J
h otherwise become ner
likely group of workers are
-wage emplyees, but trugnt o
perJackson L. Kiser ruled Western University was within such as jaundiceand a patient's
s
July 26, that Congress its rights when it denied a blind state of consciousness, that revoicing the same complaints they are performing
_
faculty support th.
overstepped its constitu student admission to its medi- quire good vision to diagnose,
thatassemhlylineworkersstu^m tK.s^gh^t
tional authority by passing cal school, the Ohio Supreme She also listed 21 medical proother laborers have shared for ciai training anu
"Professors often heln
cedures that required good vithe Violence Against Court has ruled.
decades: they are overworked,
teaching is strictly them to make contracts
Accommodating a blind sion.
Women Act, which allows
student
would significant alter
"It is impossible not to marwomen to seek damages
TAS say they want more say in unions, sne say .
Case Western's medical pro- vel at the courage and tenacity
for assaults motivated by
6 The workers we are refer- how that experience is handled.
Last spring, a strike;arose on
gram and be a financial burden of Cheryl Fischer," the univergender.
"Without a doubt, vio to the university, wrote Justice sity said in a statement after the
ring to our graduate assistants, Many
l™pus'wheleJolph attend"
lence against women is a Deborah Cook in the majority decision was issued. "[But]
and increasingly, at colleges
™ es with xhe Uni„„ intervened and
pervasive and trouble opinion, handed down July 31. sight is essential to perforand universities world
, ^^ ^ preperation, ulti- helped administrators and grad
The case involvesCheryl A, mance as a medical student
some aspect of A merican
they are joining union
undermining both the students reach a compromise
life which needs thought Fischer, who became ill and and as a physician."
on an education system tha ^^™ndergraduate that everyone could accept,
Ohio law requires an eduful attention," Kiser wrote. lost her vision during her junsay relies upon them to get gradual^and
Yale University studenls are
cational program to make any
"But, Congress is not in ior year at Case Western.
Despite
her
blindness,
she
"reasonable accommodation"
vested with the authority
was able to complete her stud- to include a qualified person
quently hired as departmental proach to education really union on campus. Last year,
to c ure all of the ills of
ies
through written exams and with disabilities. The court,
secretaries errand runners, throws people," says Yale s two TAs refuse o release
mankind."
desk clerks! lab and research Stevens. "Studentscome think- grades during spnng semester
Larry Hincker, a with help from special lab as- however, found that special
assistants. They also helpgrade ing that because this is an Ivy umtl their demands had been
spokesman for Virginia sistants provided by the univer- help and "fundamental altersity. She received a chemistry ations in the essential nature of
papers teach lower level League they are going to have heard by administrators,
Tech said Riser's decision
classes' and keep detailed more opportunities than they
"The Yale situation was
to dismiss the lawsuit jus degree with honors in 1987. the medical program" would
Several medical professors place too much of a burden on
records for departmental use. might in other places. Those bad," says Joseph^ The adtified the board's actions
who
reviewed her application Case Western. Fischer reGraduate assistants work expectations are brutally ministration told the TAs htey
and underscored a
decided Fischer was not a ceived a master's degree in
cheap with some working at dashed. Instead, they are not didn't even have the right to
university's right to use its
qualified candidate for med psychology form another
set salaries well below mini- told what they will teach until ask for what they wanted,
own judicial system.
school because she would not school and now works as a remum wage Many work well three weeks into the semester, which led to an escalation of
"The university never
be able to perform basic medi- searcher,
past the 19 hours a week they teach classes with way too the conflict. I know of at least
intentionally or uninten
cal duties, such as reading an
In a dissenting opinion, jusare scheduled for and yet they many students, and are told sic students who truned down
tionally discriminated
x-ray, starting an intravenous tice Alice Robie Resnick
receive no overtime, no ben- they are only allowed to read fellowships to Yale because
against the plaintiff," he
tube or effectively participat- wrote, "This is a case of preju
efits, no retirement pay nor students' papers once and they do not wnat to be treated
said. " We believe that
dice, pure and simple."
medical insurance.
make only a few comments on the way Yale treats their stupublicity and not legal is
Frustrated, some students them."
dents. Yale now has something
sues have always been at
are looking to unions for help
"The graduate student expe- of a reputation because it certhe center of this case."
in negotiating labor issues, rience can be extreemely iso- tainly was talked about byhunShabby schools
It would take about $112 billion to repair broken public school buildings
Since 1990, aproximately 12 lating. Unions can bringa pow- dreds of thousands of stunationwide, according to a congressional study released Tuesday.
university's graduate students erful sense of community em- dents."
have formed affiliations with powerment," says Tamara
Getting university adminis,
H ealth & Nutrition
labor unions.
Joseph, a staff organizer for the trators to recognize gradual?
by Judith Sheldon
i«g§&8
"As laborers, they [graduate Graduate Employees Organi- student rights is only half the
students] are not organized zation (GEO) at the University battle. Not all grad students We know that being overweight
enough to make a case to ad- of Michigan. "Many feel ex- favor unionization. LastApril, taxes the cardiovascular system. But
„.C'lV
0,9
. j
ministratorsreguarding wages, eluded form decision making the University of low voted | J^eM^ndage6'"caValso^mS
benefits and job security.Even procedures that impact the 949 to 667 to allign with the lung function.
&
A study done of 475 steelworkers
issues like sexual harassment quality of. their lives. Unioniza- United Electrical Workers . over
nine years by researchers at
or grievance procedures, which tion begins to allow them to Union (UE), but the debate left | west Virginia University School of
Medicine in Morgantown showed
are traditionally handled for exercise some control."
students split.
SOURCE: General Accounting
that being overweight was related to
many full orpart-time employBoyer says that the reason
One of the objections a decline in lung function.
ees, are not addressed for why some students turn to against unionization was that Dr. Mei-Lin Wang, lead inves
Percent of schools reporting at least one unsatisfactory
them," says Kevin Boyer, ex- Unions for help, is the students would now beconsid- tigator, noted that a 5-foot, 10-inch,
environmental factor*:
40-year-old man who gains one
ecutive director ofthe National inconsistancy among schools ered as emplyees, not assistants pound a year for nine years would
Worst 10 states
Best 10 states
Calif. 87% Mass. 80%
Wis. 60%
Pa. 57%
Association of Graduate-Pro- and departments.
and would thereofre be re - experience one percent loss in lung
Ore. 84%
Fla. 80% Texas 60% Nev. 57%
function. While that doesn't sound
"Factors include
fessional Students (NAGPS),
"Someone may be paid quired to pay FICA taxes on like very much, it's important to real
Ohio 83%
N.H. 78%
Va. 58% Miss. 54% healing, lighting,
ventilation acoustics,
W.Va. 82% Hawaii 78%
whose organization supposrts twice as much, or one depart- their income.
ize that any loss of function in the
Mo. 58% S.D. 50% energy
efficiency,
lungs can lead to various and serious
Alaska
8
0%
N.Y.
76%
physical security
Vt.
58%
Ga.
48%
this union movement.
ment may offer a tuition waiver
Graduate student unions are
health problems. Add to that the
In many cases, unions step while another doesn't," says not new. In the 1970s several hazards posed by smoking and ex
in to fill the void. Last uear, Boyer.
universities, such as the posure to particulants in the air, such
as steel dust and second-hand smoke,
after years of debate, graduates
Students are often prohib- Universtiy of Oregon, Michi- and you have the recipe for a health
at the University of Iowa ited to take on other part time gan, Wisconsin and Florida, crisis.
By College Press Service
teamed up with the United jobs to help make ends meet, started unions which are still To assure a longer, healthier
No doubt we've all unharmed,
lifetime, lose extra weight and don't
Electrical Workers Union, either by the termsof their con- active today.
mumbled to ourselves, "They
Campus police arrived at
while University of Kansas tract or by time constraints.
Joseph says that the move STTohelpyoi' lose weight, and there
make me so mad I just want to the Engineering Building after
by help you reduce the risk of
grad students also formed a la- At Yale, sudents receive tu- for new unions has accelerated developing
shoot
them sometimes." We gunshots were heard and said
lung impairment, heart
bor union. In California, the ition waivers and wages of less in part because of universities trouble, high blood pressure, high
know we don't mean it liter- they found Davidson in the
United Auto Workers continue than $10,000 a year - $2000 downsizing-hiring more part- cholesterol, Type II diabetes, and
ally,
but it makes us feel better hallway with a 9 mm handgun,
certain cancers, the following tips
to hammer administrations at less than the estimated cost of time workers to fill in slotsva may make reducing easier:
knowing we could do serious
"After repeated orders to
six universities to win Teach- living. Many Universities just cated by full-time employees i
,
. , . ,
harm to professors who seem put the gun down, the suspect
„ „ l.
J
* J
<.
•
, Talk to Your doctor about what
ing Assistants (TAs) collective assume that the grad students
Many feel that unions are
rjdeal weight should be and disto have no respect for us as in- complied and was arrested
bargaining
power. At the Uni- have some
other
means
ofrsup- not ,the final solutions to thP • y°«adiet
that will help take off the
dividuals.
without accident," the San Di°
~
r•1
»
,
|
;
t1v
safely and consistently
versity of Michigan, teaching port, from family or from graduate student's problems nounds
However,
Fred
Martin
ego
Police department said.
9 plan on a slow weight reduction,
assistants also threatened to scholarships and grants.
Ultimately, the administration r t ine weight quickly can cause
Davidson, a 36 year-old San
Killed were Chen Liang, 32
strike over labor issues.
Joseph says that the reality must be made to see that gradu- 7n*ssion, irritability, obsession
Diego State University gradu- assistant professor of mechanio f food, muscle loss,
Yet many universities, such is that the graduate student is ate assistants provide the sup- W'dFh thoughts
ate student, majoring in engi- cal engineering; D. Preston
the de creasing ability to bum
as Yale, continue to resist often an independent adult who port neccessary to keep colneering took those words lit- Lowery, 44', a ssociate profesCa]°ri£am to appreciate your food
unionization of their grad stu- does not have the support of a leges and universities running
erally
and shot to death three sor of mechanical engineering;
—ft
i
t ;k usual (for you) drenching
*1
*
T
A
umaltkw
fomll,:
evai,,
a.
.
r.
r
&
with
dents. They argue that TAs are wealthy family, may have no smoothly. Professors alone
°h-calorie, fat-full dressings and
professors as they waited to and Constantinos Lyrintzis, 36,
fh 8
not really employees and thus other income and may have cannot keep up with the °sauces
hear the defense of his master's associate professor of aero30 minutes of activity to
are not entitled to benefits as their own family to support as amount of work coming int0
4. A,„ddv During TV commercials.
thesis.
space engineering. San Diego
such. Instead, they are stu- well.
their offices and be expected t0 y°ur nd move around (but not to
Davidson walked into an State president, Stephen L
et Tfrigerator).
ger
dents, andtheir teaching is a
When asked how she felt devote their time to quality lthe
August 15, meeting with the Weber, called the professors,
« Ik at l east partway to work
Wal
part of their educational expe- about the comments made by education,
professors,
pulled out a semi- "three of our brightest and
5JgY. Getting off before your
stop
can
help.
1 ev elX inrl bus or• train
some
facult
tram siuK
automatic weapon and fired 20 most promising teachers. Our
rience.
y and administraNo matter what the out- I scheda' : _
and dance. Stay
ne
The TAs say that instead of tors thatfeel there is no place come, many graduate students
»6.
u.<=
rounds, stopping once to re- fallen colleagues... devoted
the refreshments table
away
the classroom being a training for collective bargaining in a say they are learning more
^ucan confine your pickings
load, police and witnesses said, their lives to the noble work of
ground for future emplyment, collegial atmosphere, Joseph about the worklplace than they m]essf>
.calotte.
-hieh fiber frU',S a"d
All three professors were education."
to loW
hiesthey are being used as a form responded, "I think they fear have ever dreamed they could vegetab - more information on
shot multiple times and were
The university immediately
aid lung health, call
of highly skilled, but very that uninonization is an indus- form inside the walls 0f
pronounced
dead
on
the
scene,
set
up a crisis hotline and entrig d'se, American Lung Associalun_
Three students who told police couraged staff who were in the
cheap labor.
trial model and not appropri- academia and at least they win
(1-800your 'lf[.s0-3-LUNG-USA
0
"Often graduate student ate for colleges, as it will dam- know better next time.
the were at the lab to he ar building at the time of the
tion at .
586-48^996 ^ King Features ^
Davidson's presentation were shooting to remain at home.
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Grad Student Kills Professors
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Female Cadets Bring
Changes to The Citadel
By Colleen DeBaise
College Press Service
CHARLESTON S.C. - For
more than a centuiyand a half,
cadets arriving to The Crtadel
could expect a certain way of
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The Office of Nontraditional Learning
and Women of Worth will host an

Open House For Adult Students

Trivia Test
by Linda Luckhurst
1. U.S. States: In what state is
Mount McKinley?
2. Film Accessories: What was the
shape of Lolita's sunglasses in the
1962 film?
3. History: What phrase did the
Nazis adopt in the 1920s to label
their new order?
4. Kiddie Lit: What nationality
was Aladdin?
5. Fruits and Vegetables: What
are love apples?
6. Games PeoplePlay: What is the
most popular card game in the
English-speaking world?
7. The Animal Kingdom: What
country has the largest sheep popula
tion?
8. The Academy Awards: Who
the first black man to win an
Oscar?
Trivia Test Answers

said. " A uniform policy of
latches on all doors...better
serves the objective of assimi
lation."
in order to show our support for all students, male and
Lawyers also raised con female, of all ages, who face the many challenges of college
cerns about sexual harassment
life.
.
life today. We will provide refreshments and useful
First year students, nick training and scholarship
named "knobs", would have money for women. Also ad
information at an informal gathering on
their heads shaved. They'd live dressed was the issue of add
in barracks, where doors didn't ing women to the staff.
have locks and anyone could
The state should modify the
walk into a room unan Citadel's existing board, as the
way it stands now, "no woman
nounced.
This fall, with the arrival of will be eligible for the board
1. Alaska; 2. hearts; 3. the Thir d
women to the previously all- for a significant time tocome,"
Reich; 4 . Chinese; 5. tomatoes; 6 .
bridge; 7. Australia; 8. Sidney
male, state supported military the lawyers said.
Poitier
college, the rule book is being
Other parts of the Citadel's
©1996 by King Feature* Synd.
rewritten.
plan include more mundane
Ironically, the same lawyers details, such as stipulating only
who fought to get women into clear nail polish and conserva
Facts du jour
the military school are calling tive lipstick may be worm by
the Citadel's new plan for female sophomores, juniors
women discriminatory.
and seniors.
Although female cadets will
For starters, the new rules
• Americans who say they are not cooking
state that only female cadets be spared theshaved head hair
a! homeas muchas they were a yearago
will have locks on their doors style, they will have tocut their
—Bi•—B|||IIII|II IIIPIIIII 3 0%
and visitors must knock before hair short and will undergo the
• Say "convenience" motivates
same stressful first year train
entering.
The plan also prohibits sex ing as the men. Since female
on campus and does not allow upper body strength is not the
to their daily lives
two cadets to occupy the same same as most males, their
workouts
will
be
based
on
the
piece of furniture, such as a
bunk or a chair. Pregnant ca Army's physical standards for
dets will be required to leave women.
"Other than that, they will
the campus.
Those are the most conten receive the same Citadel expe
tious parts of the new plan, ac rience that the male cadets re
cording to attorney Val Vojdik, ceive, " said Judith Fluck, a
who says the rules violate the Citadel spokeswoman.
The three women will be
civil rights of female cadets.
housed
in a dormitory-style
Pregnancy should be treated
as a "temporary disability" and barrack with the male cadets,
male cadets should have locks although the school is paying
about $5,000 to convert a bath
on their doors too, she said.
Vojdik and others, including room into a ladies' room.
On June 26, in a landmark
the U.S. Justice Department,
sex
discrimination decision,
filed a response to theCitadel's
College Press Report
cable costs, microwave; and toothpaste, shampoo. That way late. Everybody brings their
21 page plan for admitting the U.S. Supreme Court ruled
Ah, independence. You what will be off limits: no shar you can keep everything to favorite fruit orcookies and we
women. A federal court will that the Virginia Military Insti are on your own now, no par ing of clo thes, toiletries, food gether without crowding ev have fondue parties and play
eryone else out at the shower games. It makes dorm life
review the Citadel's plan and tute, the nation's only other ents or caregiver's to tell you snacks, etc.
Establishing rules may or sink. It also come in handy seem more like having a big
the response and attempt to state supported all-male mili what to do and when to do it,
family that helps support you
iron out the differences be tary college, must open its no bratty little brothers or sis seem to dampen your spirit of if you have a roommate who
when you need them most.
ters getting into your things independence, but in future, it likes to borrow without ever re
tween the two by the time doors to women also.
Dave in Florida - listen
Two days after the decision, and embarrassing you in front may mean the difference be turning.
classes start.
to
your
mother. Get to bed on
Paul in Washington - the
tween being stuck with your
"The problem here is that The Citadel announced that it of your dates.
time
and
don't be a slob. My
You arrive at school, with roommate's $500long distance worst thing I ever did was to
too
would
accept
women
into
roommates
and I share a com
women are singled out for dif
or without parents and take a phone bill or cohabitating agree to share a phone and
munal
dorm
and bathroom and
ferent treatment," the response its corps of cadets.
tour of the dorms where you peacefully with someone that cable with the guy I bunked
sometimes the smell in awful.
will be staying for about the will become one of your most with. He really ripped me off
Some of the guys don't ever
and
left
me
with
a
huge
phone
next four years of your life. cherished friends.
We asked some dorm bill. He never paid his half of take a shower and they leave
Depending on where you are
their dirty clothes everywhere.
going to school, the dorms may students at different campuses the cable bill and I was the oneWe have a rule, that if you
got
in
trouble
because
I
that
be more like apartments, hotel to provide us with tips on how
ISSiSiSMs what really happens and
to survive dorm life in the had ordered all the services in don't clean it up or pick it up,
rooms, barracks or prisons.
what could happen In the future:
we toss it out. One guy didn't
Your number one con world as we know it and here my name.
How it works now:
catch on until he was down to
If
you
ever
install
a
cern is whether you will have is what they had to say:
Tax for Social Security deducted from workers' checks:
employer sends to Treasury. Social Security taxes are
Jan in Oklahoma - the phone or agree to share bills, his last pair of jeans and then
a bathroom all to yourself, fol
he wore them three days
more than enough to cover benefits.
lowed closely by who will be hardest thing I ha d to put up have your roommate sign a straight - without taking a
your roommate and what f a with wa s sharing a bathroom contract and keep track of who shower! One night three guys
cilities: kitchen, computer lab, with 3 other women. Our pays for what. You can have a next to me got tiredof it so they
laundry, etc., will be made neighbors would constantly long distance call block put on picked the guy up, mattressand
forget to unlock our side of the your phone and purchase a
available to you.
all and tossed him out the win
AH other taxes go
Your parents, if they door and we would wake up calling card or subscribe to a dow. Luckily we were only on
to Treasury
collect
service
and
save
your
come with you, will want to early or come in late and find
the first floor! The guy never
know how safe the area is.Is it our side of the door locked and self a lot of problems in ad came back though and no one
coed? Is their an adult super our neighbors sound asleep or vance.
All taxes
Samantha in Maryland - bothered to go looking for him.
no where in sight, so we d have
visor on staff, etc.
Kathy in South Carolina(OUs for Social
You will want to know if to call the RA (Resident Assis find a friend and get out. Don't When I lived at home, my
Security taxes
spend all your free time in the
Social Security
their is phone and cable tant) to unlock the door.
spent on other
dorm or you'll go crazy. If you mom was always harping on
Some
other
dorm
stu
hookup. Can you have guests
me to follow all these stupid
dents who had the same prob don't have a car, learn to use
over? Is there a curfew?
rules. I thoughtshe was just too
If you are an environ lem, showed ushow to pick the the subway or bus system. prudish, but one night I wished
mentalist, you will want to lock with a piece of wire. It's There are a lot of free events I had paid more attention to
know if th ere is a no smoking a necessary skill everyone sponsored by colleges, com her.
section of the dorms, whether needs to learn if they share a munity organizations and
Some friends of mine
churches and a lot of times
When Bal
there is an active recycling pro bathroom with others.
had
come
over for a slumber
they'll
give
you
free
rides
to
Jason in Georgia - the
gram and possibly, if the caf
party
and
we
were tossing pop
where
you
are
going.
Social Security
eteria serves low fator vegetar most important thing you can
corn and raisins and trying to
taxes
Check
out
the
entertain
ian meals and if not, do you bring with you to your dorm
ment section of your newspa catch them in our mouths. I
have to purchase a mem plan room is a walkman and a
per or pick up the phone and was tossing a raisin when my
or can you make y°ur own toolbox. The walkman drowns
call. You need to take a break friend Julie made melaugh and
meals in the room.
^
„ out all the noise andmeans you and treat yourself to some fun the raisin fell and rolled under
Once you have go«en all can listen to whatever youwant
All taxes
or you'll turn into the biggest the bed.
mingled
the basic informationout of die to while your roommate stud
Without thinking, I
grouch on the planet and no
together;
way, you can worry ab°ut what ies or listens to whatever they
used to pay
reached
under the bed and
one will want to be near you.
Social Security
tor alt
is and is not allowed at the want. It is also a good way of
grabbed
the
raisin and tossed
Carlie in Montana - if
government
dorms
and
what
you should tuning out on your roommate
programs,
you don't have a car, make it in my mouth, only it wasn't
bring from home to make your or neighbors when you don t
including
friends
with someone who a raisin, it was a dried up cock
feel like being bothered by
Social Security
stay an enjoyable onedoes and get away for a while. roach. Maybe mom's rules
If you have a roommate, them.
The toolbox is a guy s Go get groceries and have a weren't so prudish after all. I
you may want to findf°"
P^e
block party in your room. We know I'll never eat anything
about them and WW
; answer to a make-up case. You have a forbidden Wok in our I've dropped on the floor ever
can keep all your toiletries in
come community y f
room and use it to melt choco again!
television, phone, "»°'-fr,d8e- there: razors, shaving cream,

Thursday, September 26
from 5:15 until 6:00 pm
in the Gamble Lobby across
from the Writing Center

Dining out and carrying in

Cockroaches are not raisins: Seasoned
dorm students offer advice to freshmen.

announcements
Auditions! This could be your
chance to be a star!
Have you ever wanted to perform in a live play?
Well, here is your chance. Dr. Roger Miller of
LLDA is directing the comic mystery play, Catch
Me if You Can, to be performed on November 14,
15,16,22 and 23at 7:30 p.m. and Nov. 24th at 3:00
p.m. in the Jenkins Auditorium*. Auditions for the
play will be held from 6-8 p.m. on Sept. 30 and on
October 1st and 2nd. You may call Dr. Miller at
927-5289 for more information.

Think your acting skills are a
fright to behold?
Dr. Mellen is once again rounding up talent for
T ales ©' T error !!! to be performed Oct.
25 - 27 at 7:30 P.M.. at the Flannery O' Connor
House*.

VOLUNTEER / JNterNSHIP POSITION
JOB DEVELQp^^ qqQRDINATOR
AmeriCorps*ViSTAhas elected Parent and Child Devel
opment Services, inc tQ aSSign a full-time, year-long vol
unteer. VISTA's commit themselves to increasing the ca
pability of low-income peopie to improve the conditions
of their own lives.
Parent and Child's VISTA will act as a liaison between lo
cal businesses and students of Turning Point, a GED prepa
ration and life skills training program. Some fund raising
and public speaking may be required. Computer and job
placement experience is a plus.
The volunteer must work at least 35 hours a week, be 18 or
older, and attend training in October. The VISTA volunteer
will receive a small subsistence allowance and aftercomple
tion of service, a stipend based upon the number of months
served or money towards education.
For more information on this volunteer opportunity, please
call Barbara Myers at 238-2792 or Marcia Elrod at 2382777.

Greenbriar Children's Center, Inc.
Starts New Program: Project Safe
Place
Greenbriar Children's Center has recently received a state
grant to implement Project Safe Place, a community outreach
program that will provide assistance to children at-risk for
abuse, neglect, homelessness, or running away. If a child finds
im or herself in an abusive situationand with no one to talk to
or without a place to go, heor she can go to a Safe Place site in
the vicinity of their neighborhood to access help. Safe Place
sites will be safeand will lighted local businesses, convenience
stores, fire stations, schools, and places where children may
frequent for recreational activities. Once a child comes to a
site for help, a trained Safe Place volunteer will be called on to
meet the youth at the site and determine the type of assistance
needed. It is expected that Project Safe Place will help reduce
the rate of c hild abuse, neglect, and homelessness in the Sa
vannah / Chatam County area.
Greenbriar is currently in need of businesses in the com
munity to provide Safe Place sites where youth can go for help,
and volunteers to respond to youth at Safe Place site
s. For more
information about assisting with Project Safe Place, please call
Carol Colquitt, Safe Place Coordinator at (912) 234-3431.

PARISIAN Holiday Fashion Show To Benefit
If you would like to find out more about how to par The Holiday Season approaches with New Greenbriar
ticipate in this event, contact Dr. Mellen in Gamble Greenbriar Holiday Cards
Our little Greenbriar Elves are working on new Holiday
card designs and this year's cards are better than ever. Six new
card designs will be debuted as wel l as some old favorites.
*Neither Jenkins Auditoriumnor the O'Connor House areeasily
Once again, corporations will be offered a chance to special
handicapped accessible. If you would like to attend a play at order their personalized cards for the holiday season.
Jenkins, please notify the AASU administrative staff to acquire
For more information about how to order cards or volun
about assistance.
teer opportunities for this project, call Renee Mack at 234-3431
or Gene Weith at 598-8483.

102B or phone 927-5627.

Ragtime Festival 8th Annual Georgia
National Fair
On October 23 - 27, The Tom
Turpin Ragtime Festival will
Oct. 4 -13,1996
take place in Savannah.
Perry Georgia
Wed. Oct 23 - there will be a
free Rosebud Reception at the
DeSoto Hilton Bar off Bull
Street, starting at 6:30 p.m.
Thurs. Oct 24- FreeCity Mar
ket Lunch Concert 12:15 p.m.
Other free lectures and paid
concerts, boat tours, brunches
and a Ragtime Ball will be of
fered. Call Ann N. Steele at
(912) 233-9989 for more infor
mation.

The Insurance Information
Institute cautions students to
keep an eye on their GPA and
their personal possessions.
Registering for classes, buy
ing books and moving away
from home are typical worries
that college students face each
year. Today, students must also
add theft to that list of worries.
Theft is the number one crime
on college campuses and
AASU is no exception.
Sometimes theft can be eas
ily protected against by watch
ing your belongings and mak
ing sure your car, dorm room
or office is locked and no items
are left in clea r view to te mpt
would-be thieves.
If you do fall victim to bur
glary, having adequat e insur
ance can lesse n the blow. F or
students who live in dorms,
their personal possessions are
insured under their parents
homeowners policy . New co
eds should consult their
parent's insurance agent to
guarantee that expensive com
puters, televisions and stereos
are fully covered under the
policy.
Upperclassmen who move
off campus are no longer cov
ered by the po licy. These stu
dents need to purchase a
renter's insurance policy to
cover their belongings.
Remember, students who
take precautions, won't go
through "the school of hard
knocks". By being safety con
scious and getting the proper
insurance, you'll be strolling
down the halls of learning with

Attractive furnished rooms

STUDENT
ENTREPRENEURS

confidence.
The Insurance Information
Institute offers the following
tips to prevent theft in dorm
rooms and on campus.
Always lock your doors. If

you are going down the hall to
the bathroom or just goin g to
chat with friends, lock your
door and keep the keys with
you at all times.
Leave expensive jewelry
at home. Do not risk losing

fine jewelry or other sentimen
tal items to a thief. Leave these
items at home. Wearing flashy
and expensive jewelry may
mark you as a target for bur
glary.

Do not carry around large
sums of cash. Itis safer to have

a small checking account. Take
only sma ll bills with you and
keep them in a small pocket
wallet out of sight.

HIGHLY PROFITABLE,
LOW COST EAR
PIERCING BUSINESS,
LET'S YOU EARN
HUNDREDS OF $$$ON
YOUR OWN SCHEDULE.
It's simple. It's safe and
insurance is p rovided.
Can be done at:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dorms
Greek Houses
Campus Shops
Retail Shops
Flea Markets
Door-to-Door
Holidays,
Spring Break, etc.

For in formation call:
1-800-543-9488

FAX 714-855-8233
http://www.jhewitt.com

Don't leave belongings
unattended on campus. A

back pack left unguarded in the
library is a quick target for
thieves.

Whether you are trying to shape up for
a class reunion or your first half-mara
thon, this run's for you!
Strider's running group meeting Tues and Thurs eve
nings at 7:30 in the AASUparking lot by the Tennis
Court. All levels of joggers/runner's are invited to
join in the fun.
Come dressed to run and bring a friend!

CAMPUS REP
WANTED
The na tion's leader in college m arketing
is se eking an en ergetic, entr epreneurial
student for the pos ition o f camp us rep .
No s ales in volved. Plac e adv ertising o n
bulletin board s for com panies suc h as
American Express and Microsoft.
Great part- time job ea rnings. Choos e
your o wn hours : 4-8 hours per we ek
required. C all:
Campus Rep Program
American Passage Media Corp.
401 2nd Avenue West Seattle, WA 98119

Incomes rising jn the Southeast
tarns, but It las only rsSK/SSStnt
StafiS"*1- S,VensB«lSS&
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copier to keep a record of your
cards and the phone numbe rs
you need to call to cancel them
if they are stolen. This will
streamline things. It takes less
than one hour for a thief to
max-out your credit cards.

This will make it easier to track
them down if they are stolen.

Want to get in shape?

(800) 487-2434 Ext. 4444

Make photocopies of all
your credit and long distant
calling cards. Use a paper

Engrave electronic items
with your driver's license
number and state you live in.

Saturday, September 28th, 1996 at Savannah Mall
Race time: 8 a.m. on the mall peremeter road near the
corner of Shawnee Street and Rio Road.
Registration on day of race will begin at 7:15 and end
at 7:45. cost to enter race is $15 and includes a FREE
T-Shirt, Fluids a.long the race route and refreshments
at the finish. Call Anna Boyette at 232-0070 for more
information. This walk/race is part of the Saucony/
RRCA Women's Distance Festival.

Rooms for Rent!

For more information call
1-800-YUR-FAIR in GA

Insurance News For
College Students

Women's Wellness Walk/Run 5K

Classifieds
V3

Midway Rides
(Historic and Midtown area) in
Concerts
large beautiful old home - for
Exotic Animal Petting Zoo well mannered,responsible
The Black Widows
working M/F adult/serious stu
Zambelli Fireworks
dent. With/without private en
Heinz Hitch
trance, kitchen and parking.
Royal Hanneford Circus
$65 to $100 weekly. 232-2064
Okefenokee Joe
CALL NOW!

U.S.:
$4,047
Southeast:
$3,290

On Sunday, November 24th at 7:00 p.m. Parisian in Sa
vannah Mall will once again host a wonderful holiday fashion
show to benefit Greenbriar Children's Center. All the newest
fashion trends as well as holiday and formal attire will be fea
tured. It promises again to be an evening of elegance and en
chantment.
For more information please call 234-3431

~

IBM
Income rank
$22,594 13th
$21,677 20
$20,251 30
Nnrth Carolina $19,669 33
Tennessee $19,482 36
Alabama
$18,010 40
807 42
etnutb Carolina $17,695 44
pg-na
$17,651 45
Wflsl Virginia $17,208 46
— $ 1 6 , 8 9 8 49
$15,838 50
$21,809
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Attention Organization Leaders
SGA Vice President Sean
Connolly would like to in
vite all organizations to
take advantage of these
upcoming opportunities:

Hilton. Once again, there
will be no cost to you.
AASU will be able to send
15 representatives. There
fore, this will be on a first
come, first serve basis.

1. Organization Fair (ten
tative date: Oct. 8,11:30 3. Organizational Con
- 1:30) Your or ganization gress Retreat (Nov. 2 - 3)
will have the opportunity to The retreat will bea two day
place a booth in front of ropes course at Blue Heron
Shearouse Plaza inorder to Campgrounds. SGA will
present yourselves and pay to send two representa
your organization to in tives from your organiza
coming students. Entertain tion to this retreat. Food,
ment will also be provided shelter and fun will be pro
along with refreshments vided, so bring clean under
which will increase student wear and a willingness to
traffic through the area. get to know your fellow or
Hopefully, this will help ganizations. The purpose of
increase enrollment in your this retreat will be to bring
organization.
AASU organizations closer
together.
2. Peach Belt Student
Leadership Workshop If you have any questions,
(Oct. 11 -13) This work please call Sean or any of
shop will be held down your SGA representatives
town at Savannah's Desoto at 927-5350.

BizFacts

Where there's smoke
CourWtee n#we og*«d»
producbon ncunand in 199&.

C"T

Vision Teaser

Apply for a Discover Card,
yet approved and nab a f ree CD
Gam to Poe. The Tragically Hip.
Goodness. Kinjs X. Rust. Extra
Fancy. Dawbox. Frentef and
Therm adore. Apply f or the
Discover'Card, jet approved, j
and its yours FREE Better
still, for every CD shipped o ut.
were donating Zbi to promote i
music education throujh the
NARAS Foundation.
To apply call:

l-8®-DISC0VER ext. 938

Who b uys Treasury bonds?
Net loiciqn purchase ot US securities. ItW:
,o«t

,1 jl'..'.'1M"
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Natasha's Stars
ARIES (March 21 to April 19)
That reimbursement or refund check
you've been counting an un't likely
to cane anytime soon, ao atop stalk
ing the mailbox Later in the week,
ait down and think about how you
must adjust your budget Time by
yourself it recommended this
weekend
TAURUS (April 20 to May 20)
You're not feeling on aubte ground
with your significant other, but don't
farce the taaue This person w touchy
this week and a Tight could enaur
This weekend, a rrvelatson cones to

OTHER
CAUSES OF
BAD BREATH:
• Foods; espe-" ,fly
•^Ofts and Q9r c
•Medicines; o'^n
antidepressants
• Alcohol abusr
• Tobacco
• Dentures

ILLNESSES
• Sinus infecticns
• Tonsilitis

HOW TO HIDE
BAO BREATH:
• Mouthwash
• Chewing gum

HOW TO CURE
BAO BREATH:
• Proper oral
hygiene; brushingand flossing daily
• If chron ic, vis t
your dentist

GEMINI (May 21 to tunc 20)
You've really been pushing yourself
hard and need to relax s bu If poa
Bible, tak e some time off this week
from the yob Feel free to indulge and
treat yourself to a minor luxury.
Someone you're interested in
romantically doesn't share thoae
feelings
CANCER dune 21 to July 22) Un
fortunately. things aren't gang your
way this week This makes you out
of sorts and you lend to anap at c o
worker* and family member* Try to
take this m stride and guard your
temper
LEO (July 23 to August 22)
You're letting s certain cantankerous
co-worker get on your nerves Forget
this person'» gripe* You have things
to do Don't allow yourself to look
bad in the eyes of bigwig* by ignor
ing tasks st hand
VIRGO (August 23 to September
22) Fnends and family aren't really
as supportive as you'd like concern
ing something you propoae early M
the week Nevrtthrleas, believe in
yourself and sock to your plana The
weekend is favored for taking up a
new hobby
LIBRA (September 23 to October
22) You're beside yourself with
worry over the rperxhn* habits of
your mate Inswad of blowing your
top, take time to have a heart «o heart
talk to straighten things oU If n ot.
your mutual finances will wffrr

SCORPIO (October 23 to
November 21) You can't aeem to
an the yob this week Co
this and feel you're
slacking <M Look for way* you can
mob v»ie yourself brfare bigwigs are
farced to art) in
SAGITTARIUS (November 22 to
December 21) Make sure your bum
ueas and home lives arc kept
arparsle A oo worker is bring in
trusive into your private life and
you've been allowing * Nip this hi
the bud now Al h ome, avoid hanatmg an getting your own way
CAPRICORN (Decraibrr 22 to
January 19) Stop feeling ao sorry fa
yourself You're not a* ignored and
misunderstood at you'd like to
believe Thoae around you are busy
With their own pursuits Over thr
weekend, you can all catch up
AQUARIUS (January 20 to
Fehruary II) You're not thrilled
whh what someone has to tell you
You've been too self ahanrbrd and
overhearing Remember, you don't
always know what's beta, despite
•hat you'd like to believe Open
PISCES (February 19 to March
20) Work hours are hectic this work
You love to help thoar m ntwd. but
yon input it sometimes perceived as
meddling, which causes you to feet
insulted Don't overreact You'll
mamue Kwa

Knoui News is Good News
Cadavers Get Names
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Bare Ihmmies Banned From College

Qar Corner "^kAnd

competition

By College Press Service
BERKELEY, CA — A name before laying the body to rest.
n
Bv
By CflllptTP
College PfPCe
Press QonMPA
Service
,
,tA
less body lying cold and life
The course is taught by
Great Autosaund Installation ©
PROVIDENCE R I
forms. Athletes can be very
(NArb)—-Are
y
to involves —less on the dissection table in UC-San Francisco anatomy
ready
ou rc»
,i_
_
y ou
^
more than placing compo- There'll be no more bare mid- self-conscious," she said.
cruise
the
road
this
summer?
Roll
Anatomy 101.
professor Hugh Patterson, who down the windows, put the top
She admits the new™16
V shelf ar|d running some riffs for women's track-andcable and w^
i„ a home sysThat's how generations of hopes the experience will in down and drive into the sunset teimYou will have to take your car field athletes
has drawn complaints from
women
who Prefer two"Pie6e
medical students have been crease the sensitivity of physi with only the scenery the road and for3**' ^ holes in doors and decks
The NCAA has voted on a
your favorite music on your mind.
unl
orms
S
Snd
erform
exposed to their first "patient." cians toward dying patients.
P
other new uniform standard that pre^
. and resent tne
\s yT*ar ftereo system up to the mutilntmutilations *to your car.
vents female athletes from NCAA^s interference. It s
But a new style of gross
Past generations of doctors drive? Check out the Mowing tips to
a,car 8tereo is ^st left
to make sure you hear great sound. to professionals
with
certification
wearing stomach-revealing toucJ^'"x55T5f4s?d;
anatomy courses, such as one considered it taboo to talk
A car stereo is similar to a home
1
1
aniza
two-piece
outfits. The ban will
NCAA, however, de!^!
°^
tion. The
offered by the University of about death in the anatomy system m that the same components Mohifo
Mobile Electronics Certification
cided
h
was
time t0 take con_
are necessary—source, amplification Program (MECP), managed and start with the 1997 fall season
California-Berkeley, works to course, he said.
tro1
311(1
ado
and speakers—hut smaller boxes. If
The NCAA rules commitPl uniform rules,
S°re^by the Consumer
combat the potentially dehu
"It was horrendous," he you're looking to upgrade your exist Elect
e
liave
seen uniforms
Electronics Manufacturers Associ tee, made up of 25 men and
"^
manizing effects of probing said. "Here you were as a new ing car system, here are some items ation, tests technicians on their car women, banned the popular evolve fr°m singlets and
you may wish to include:
stereo, security and cellular phone
and examining body parts.
medical student, taking apart
• an AM/PM stereo radio ^Pne"t installation techniques. uniforms for all divisions be- sll0rts' to briefs, which are acIn the class, students are the body boltby bolt, with your receiver, otherwise known as the Certification is awarded on various' cause of the difficulty in affix- cePtable, she said, referring to
"head unit",
levels—basic, first class and master
tlle sb°rts now worn by many
able to learn about the emotions boiling under the sur
• a cassette and/or compact installer—with specialization rank ing competition numbers, reat
cadaver's identity, including face, and you could not talk disc player,
ings as well. Installers must pass a quired to be worn on an bletes.
But when singlets, or the
• a power amplifier(s)) and/or test every few years to be recerti athlete's front, back or side.
the person's profession and about it."
• two to six speakers.
fied, so check their MECP certifi
"It was very hard to attach t0Ps worn by athletes, turned
family life. When the 8-week
Patterson encourages stu
All car audio products work off cates for current dates. To find out
course is over the classmates dents in his class to talk about your car's battery, meaning they the nearest retailer with MECP- these numbers when there was into shirts with a mesh middle
work on 12-volt power installation.
hold a memorial service com their feelings and recount dis Your confidence in a particular 767 MECpeChniCianS' Ca" 1~800- no material to attach them to," section, "all of a sudden the
plete with music and poetry turbing dreams to one another. installer will make you feel better Another reason to leave instal- explains Lauren Anderson, as- mesh part disappeared and they
about the components you buy.With a ion o an expert—you can jeop sociate director of athletics at became bra-like tops," she
this in mind, shop for your compo ardize your automobile's factory University of Rhode Island and said
nents at a retail store that handles warranty if you accidentally dam chair of the NCAA men's and
. f
An
installation, especially if this is your age the electrical system, and you
A'l sports, from gymnaswomen's
track-and-field
com.
first purchase of a car stereo system.might jeopardize the warranty on
tics to swimming, to football,
mittee.
Don't install it yourself your newly purchased sound sysJ
fam
I
liM.kl.
*
i
Installing a car stereo system tern. Double jeopardy!
Also, not all athletes in are adopting new uniform stantrack and field — which in- dards, Anderson said. For in
cludes runners, jumpers, and stance, basketball players now
throwers — were comfortable are required to tuck their shirts
with the scanty two-piece uni- in during competition.
SAVANNAH, GA ~ Armstrong Atlantic's School of Educa
tion is gaining speed on its quest to be the best in the Univer
sity System of Georgia. The education program recently re
ceived yet another nod of approval from the Board of Re
By College Press Service
New dinosaur find may change theory about continents
gents as it awarded the school $200,000 for a P-16 Initiative
One of two predatory dinosaur skeletons discovered by P aul Sereno's expedition in the Sahara
WASHINGTON— When
proposal. Of the fourteen state Schools of education who ap
Desert in Mo rocco is believed to be related to a giant predator unearthed in Argentina from
Joy Diliello accepted a soda
roughly the same time period but a continent away. Sereno's theory suggests that dinosaurs
plied for the grant, only six were chosen.
roamed from continent to continent along land bridges up to 90 million years ago, disputing earlier
from
a
trusted
male
friend,
she
The P-16 Initiative began a year ago as the Board of Re
theories that the continents separated 150 million years ago.
had no idea how much it would
gents and the Georgia Department of Education banded to
I* How the continents separated
Location of dinosaur
alter her life, she told a Senate
gether to reflect on common goals of the state educational
skeleton
discoveries
O 150 million to
W Today:
# Rifting:
subcommittee in July.
system. The council they formed ofeducators, including Arm
90 million years ago:
Similar to 20
Direction that
d Argentina 1994
The drink was laced with
Rifting between Africa and
million years ago sites shifted
strong Atlantic's dean of the School of Education Lloyd
Giganotosaurus,
North America begins, land
measures 45 to 50 feet long.
the
sedative
Rohypnol,
also
Newberry, decided on five joint purposes for all state-sup
bridges disappear
„
The skeleton is 100 million
known
as
the
date-rape
drug.
ported schools. The purposes were to link all levels of educa
years old, the largest meat
eater ever discovered.
When Diliello woke up hours
tion (elementary, middle, and high school and two- and fourlater, she was lyingnaked in his
year colleges and universities), prepare all students for suc
• Morocco 1995
bed, with only dim memories
cess at the post-secondary level, promote smooth transitions
Carcharodontosaurus
of a rape that would leave her
saharicus, measures about.
between levels of schooling, encourage admission and suc
45 feet long, about the sizepregnant.
cess of minority and low income students, and like all teacher
of Giganotosaurus.
Diliello told the se nators
education programs to these other purposes.
DeTtadromeus agilis,
measures 30 feet long.
that she viewed thesedative as
Armstrong Atlantic formed a permanent council of
The two predatory dinosaur
a chemical weapon.
skeletons are from a period
twenty-five men and women from the eight-county area that
65 million to 100 million
"I don't see itas having any
the School of Education serves. Parents, teachers, clergy, and
years ago.
use at all," she said. "It's a
representatives from are businesses have met for over a year
SOURCES: Chicago Tribune; National Geographic Society; Paul Sereno, University ot Chicago
weapon, and anybody can get
to discuss how the public schools in the area, in conjunction
ahold
of it."
with Armstrong Atlantic's School of Education, could strive
Several lawmakers in the
to meet the goals of the P-16 initiative. The acceptance of
House and Senate have intro
their proposal is an important milestone in the journey.
duced
bills proposing stiffer
Part of the $200,000 will fund a P-16 coordinator who
penalties for the use o
will research the needs of area schools. That person will work
(NAPS)—A new hand-hek
Rohypnol, an illegal drug that
with county school districts and area colleges and universi
disposable
test, the CARDIAC
causes muscle relaxation ant
ties to collect data on which communications methods are
T* Rapid Assay from By College Press Service
rapid sleep onset.
which made the transmission
most efficient, how students learn best at different ages, and
Boehringer
Mannheim
is
being
Also
known
as
"roofies,
how teachers can be supported in their work. The program
WASHINGTON— The of "indecent" material punishthe drug is 10 times stronger used in the emergency room U.S. Justice Department an- able by a jail term or $250,000
would then showcase teacher techniques and be actively in
than Valium and hasbeen con and the critical care unit to di nounced in July it would fight fine.
volved in the weekly discipline alliance sessions that allow
nected to several cases of date agnose heart attacks and save a Philadelphia federal court
After its passage, the
teachers from all grades to discuss teaching methods. These
lives.
rape,
especially
in
Florida
and
decision that ruled a law ban- American Civil Liberties
areas of concentration, and others, will help raise the stan
Texas. The drug can cause
ning indecent material on the Union and 55 other groups
dards forschool-age children and equip thestudents and teach
memory
loss,
making
it
diffi
Internet was unconstitutional, immediately filed a suit, arguers with the necessary tools to uphold those standards.
cult
for
a
rape
victim
to
remem
The Justice Department ing the new law violated free
"The P-16 Initiative really stresses student prepara
ber the crime or the attacker's
notified the Supreme Court it speech rights. Groups such as
tion for both the workplace and post-secondary education,"
identity.
will appeal the federal court the Student Press Law Center
says Maryellen Cosgrove, professor of education. "We have
The drug also is used by
ruling, handed down by a were concerned with the law's
an opportunity to make a difference in the entire educational
some college students to get a
three-judge panel June 12.
potential impact on online colprocess of Georgia citizens for years to come."
quick high from alcohol a nd
"The Internet may be re- lege newspapers, which often
marijuana,
garded as a never-ending take risks with their content,
A bill recently introduced
worldwide conversation," the
Educators also were worHow we snack
by S en. Joseph R. Biden, Jr
To help improve your way judges wrote then. "The gov- ried that topics such as aborSome results from a
national survey:
D-Del., would putRohypn'ol [n with words, an award-winning ernment may not... interrupt tion or sex, and even some
Key reasons for snacking
the same category as heroin public relations author, Rich that conversation."
classical works, could not be
* Had a
^lt was
and
LSD,
allowing
pr
o
secutors
The decision had been discussed on the Internet,
ard Weiner, has written
—T
taste for it
easy/simple
mSm mm
IILiked taste
^Alleviate
to seek the same sentences for Webster's New World Dictio hailed as the first major step in
However, those in favor of
boredom
IWas
sales
and
possession
I
1 Itwas quick stressed out
nary of Media and Communi creating federal rules for the Internet restrictions, such as
"This is a threat we must cations (M acmillan, $27.95) worldwide computer network. Senator James Exon, D-Neb.
When snackers munch most
address with hash penalties " The book is available at book
Now, Internet users and said the law protects children
Mid-afternoon
31%
Biden
said,
"before
the
drugs
free-speech
advocates could while preserving First AmendAfter dinner
stores or by sending acheck for
22%
S&fOtebed
or the concept of using them $31.95 to Public Relations face more months of uncer- ment rights of adults,
22%
to commit rape take further publishing Co., 437 Madison tainty over what can be trans"It's wrong to hand out
What snackers am
hold among communities of Avenue, New York, NY 10022. mitted on the network in the pornography to children on a
;•
SfWSsJSHBM*
young people."
A whole new generation can United States. Even if the Su- street corner, and it's wrong to
The drug is smuggle ^ discover the pleasures of preme Court agrees to hear the do it in cyberspace as well "
from Mexico, South America healthy cooking with The New appeal, a final decision would Exon said,
Europe and Asia, where it •' Vegetarian Epicure (Knopf, not be expected until next year.
After the government's desold over-the-counter and us h £30 hardcover, $19 paper
The case stems from a cision to appeal, those on both
to treat insomnia. The U s back). first published in 1972, measure in the Telecommuni- sides said they welcomed Subanned imports of the drug; and updated for the way we cations Act,signed into law by preme Court guidance in reguMarch.
*m five and eat today.
President Clinton on Feb. 8, lating the new medium.
w

Armstrong Atlantic School of
Education Strikes Again: Latest
Six-Figure Grant Helps AASU
Lead the Way in P-16 Initiative

House Hears
Testimony on
"Roofies"

•
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Did You Know? Government Appeals Court's Rul
ing Against Internet Restrictions

m

Dollars & Sense

Family Values Are
Vaunted by Politicians

by Bryon Elson

by Chris Fuller
Etoions are coming soon and late the truth, this is hypocrisy.
I value my family but avoid
I behove you will hear ^
simultaneously condemning
family values often I a °
those who do not. A person
comfortable with the values
implied by the poliUcization "f should not be a proponent of
family values and at the same
family life. "Family values" fa
a catch phrase slung fiJJ
" time, have little value for life
or other morals.
political candidates i„ spLh
Another issue worthexplor
and ad campaigns. What are
ing is the rationale behind this
family values, and mom impor
phrase. The push for more
tantly, what are these family
family values comes at a time
values that politicians and pun
when several social problems
dits are promoting? The mean
are rising and some leaders
ing of thiscatch phrase is worth
believe that God and tradition
exploring.
hold some or all of the answer.
I am part of a family, and The improvement of our soci
we live in a healthy environ ety is commendable, but the
ment. Does this mean I have means are just as important as
family values? I spend quality the ends. If your allegiance to
time with my wife and son, and family values supersedes your
we pray before every meal. allegiance to God, this is idola
Does this mean I have family try. Idolatry can take the form
values? Are two parents re of allegiance to moral prin
quired for family values to ex ciples. If someone is a propo
ist? Do these two parents need nent of family values, it stands
to be of the same color? Same to reason that they should be a
generation? Same faith? Non- proponent of other values.
smokers? Employed? Never
I love and value my family.
divorced? I ask these kinds of I believe the traditional family
questions because most people is a worthy model to emulate.
will arrive at different answers I believe anincreasing percent
for these same questions. This age of healthy families would
means that there is no standard contribute to decreasing prob
definition for what family val lems in our society. Improved
ues are. This further means family values can fully address
that politicians can say one some problems unsolvable by
phrase to trigger one definition our government. It isironic that
in your mind and another defi "family values" proponents
nition for others.
believe this and simulta
To generalize, without be neously believe that govern
ing exhaustive, the family val ment can solve these problems.
ues catch phrase indicates that I believe a moments reflection
a politician is against homo will reveal that government is
sexuality, divorce, adultery, limited in its ability to influ
and abortion and isfor children ence societal morays and mor
being well educated, well als. You have probably heard
raised and well cared for. someone say that government
Many of you may have no can not legislate morality.
problem with these specifics Politicians can not legislate
but this is no family values morality either, and the family
platform statement. To find out values agenda seems to imply
what a politician is really say that it can.
I personally believe that
ing, you will have to ask him
or her what they mean. If a changes in our morality should
politician does not use the come from personal conviction
catch phrase family values, backed by an accountability
does this indicate they are group like the church. The
against children and families? bottom-line responsibility for
family values lies with indi
Get real!
There is the strong implica viduals, not the government or
tion that politicians who pro the church. Each of us should
claim family values are Judeo- pursue positive changes in our
Christian. Many are, but I society and not be so quick to
cringe when I see deeply per blame.
Want to talk about it? The
sonal issues politicized without
conviction. I do believe that Baptist Student Union (BSU)
matters of faith should be dis meets every Thursday noon for
cussible in the public forum, a free lunch. The BSU is lo
but when these sound bytes cated between the Fine Arts
and catch words are used as a Hall and Abercorn. See ya
club to put down and manipu there!

Bankers are stepping up 'he'r ca™"
paign against the nation s ere i
unions.
. .
Major bank trade associati
recently formed a strike force to in
ways to block consumer access o
credit unions and make it m ore di ficult for them to compete.
They have already over the P^
several years launched lawsuits in
states to restrict access by consumers
to credit union membership- Bankers
are also stepping up lobbying efforts
to persuade lawmakers to repea
credit unions' federal income tax ex
emption.
The Credit Union National As
sociation and its member state
leagues have been fighting the l aw
suits in court and are gearing up to
respond to the latest anti-consumer
threat.
Credit unions are nonprofit finan
cial service cooperatives owned and
governed by their consumer mem
bers. Some 12,200 credit unions
serve 70 million members.
Their nonprofit status helps credit
unions generally offer better rates
and charge lower fees than for-profit
institutions. For example, credit
unions have been recently charging
an average of 13 percent on credit
card balances as opposed to more
than 18 percent for banks.
"The banks are just getting
greedy," said Pete Crear, acting
president of CUNA, which repre
sents 90 percent of the nation's credit
unions.
Crear pointed out that bank asse ts
grew by more than $300 billion last
year. "That one year's growth was
nearly equal to the entire assets of the
credit union movement.
"Banks made record profits last
year, and most banks saw net income
soar again in the first quarter of
1996," he said. "But in spite of that,
they seem to begrudge consumers
any opportunity to escape from high
fees and take-a-number service.
"We'll fight them all the way. We
have the support of our 70 million
members," said Crear.
©1996 by King Features Synd.

Percent of
adults who:

messssss
about 15
ren regularly
percent oi
wear bike helmets.

Benefits of helmets
According to accident
prevention authorities, wea
a helmet is the single mos
important thing children can
to protect their brains-a?"
•Mir lives-when

bike nding

The stress starts soon enough with the
beginning of a new quarter.

Come GET AWAY with us!!!!!
Contact Student Government at 921-5589
or Student Activities at 927-5300

Recent studies show that fat
calories in the final product are
the same whether chicken skin
is removed before or after cook
ing. That's good news because
skinless chicken tends to dry
out during cooking.

Ar

You have your reasons.

Whether it's for education, retirement or simply for the peace of
mind that comes from knowing your money will be there whe n you
need it.

Take
Stock _

_

'"America

'SAVINGS
BONDS

A public service of this newspaper
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y\
SOURCE: The
Prevention Index
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Can't Write?
Don't need to!

.What kids can do
Always wear a helmet, and
make sure your brothers,
^sisters do, too.

Every year,
more than half a million
children seek medical treat
ment for bicycle injuries,

Advance registration required.

Ask your employer or banker about saving

BA f

More than half of h ^cte..

October 4-6 at
Camp Blue Herron

Highlights of a study that measures how Americans are faring in 21
health-promoting behaviors - from auto safety to stress reduction.
Compares new figures with those of 12 years earlier:

FOR S URVIVING THE '90S

_ i between the!
0f5 and 14 have flie I
riders.
rate of injury of a81

SGA extends an invitation to all
students (and their families) for a
weekend getaway. In the mood for
Archery, Canoeing, Softball, Fish
ing,, Singing around a campfire,
Roasting marshmellows???????
Come on out and have a blast with
us!!!!! $10 per person which in
cludes camping, food, and all the
fun you can handle.

Tracking U.S. health behavior

"I realize it's dress-down
Friday, Bob. But get a grip!"

Why kids should

Page 11

Make a deal with your
best friend to always wear
helmets when you ride.
Ask your parents or
teachers to help organize
projects to encourage kids
to wear helmets ^

If you can't write about the news,
you CAN make it happen!
The Inkwell is looking for unique
ideas & people to take student
I opinion polls, man booths at Orga
nizational Fairs, deliver papers,sell
ads, gather information and
aO investigate story ideas.
Come help us plan for the
battle of the Soxes" and "The War
of the Noses." Drop by our office
I in the MCC- Room 202.

The Inkwell is pub
lished twice a month on
alternate Wednesdays.
Our phone number is
927-5351.
Please feel free to join
us Tuesday Sept. 24th
and bring a friend.
You don't have to be a
L writer, but if you are,
boy, do we have a
job for YOU!
We are located
I above the cafeteria
in room 202. Come
up the stairs or take
the elevator and turn
right. Our office is
straight through
the double
loors.

MEETING TUESDAY SEPT. 24th
Noon to 1:15 - Free Food and Drink.

college concerns
Are young voters turned off
by Political Party Bickering?
College Press Services
Party candidate in these three
Are you a republican or a states shows that the youth vote
democrat? Are you for Clinton is still very much up for grabs,
or Dole? Perhaps you're a fan
While MTV's Choose or
of Ross Perot or maybe you'd Lose campaign features a nachoose Mickey Mouse for tional bus tour and promotional
president?
stops to register voters, conA growing number of new vincing large numbers of
voters are turned off by politi- young voters to turn out to the
cal party bickering. So much polls may prove a challenge. A
so, that they have not even reg- recent poll by the cable music
ister to vote. Those that do reg- channel showed that about a
ister are reluctant to claim al- quarter or young adults ages 17
legiance to any particular party, to 29 said the mudslinging and
Dave Wachter, a junior at bickering among the candithe School of The Art Institute dates was a major turn off.
of Chicago states, " I'm not
Political issues that concern
really thrilled about any of the young adults include having
candidates. I'd rather select strong environmental protecsomeone based on whatever tion laws, raising minimum
their individual issues are. I wage and passing a balance
just want someone who's budget amendment,
thinking the way I think."
When it came to issues such
Political scientists say 10 to as abortion rights, internet re24 year-olds are less likely than strictions and prayer in school,
any other age group to register opinions were mixed,
with a party or show up in large
Nevins, of the College of
numbers at the polls. In the Democrats, says the attitude of
1992 presidential election, today's young voters about the
only about half of that age elections is no different from
group was registered to vote, the attitudes of young adults in
and only 43 percent of that previous generations,
number actually voted.
"There's always going to be
In an age where more that element of apathy. They're
Americans say they no longer critical," he said. " I think
identify themselves with a young people are looking at
poolictical party, and profess a politicians and saying, 'They
loss of faith in the electorial whould be able to sit down and
process, the youngest voters work out their differences',
might be the most cynical of
Statistics show that about 20
all.
percent of college students regIn 1992, when Bill Clinton ister as Democrats, while ancampaigned on college cam- other 20 percent register as
puses and played rock music Republicans. The remainder
on his bus tour, a record num- are independent,
ber of yong people (about 20
"That's because college stupercent) turned up at the polls dents naturally don't like to
to vote for him.
align themselves with a party,"
"The theme for '92 was says Nevins. "Young people
'change'. That energized a lot reject labels."
of young people," explained
Nevins said he believes that
Mark Nevins, communications Clinton's big issues: education,
director for the College Demo- jobs, the environment, crime
and violence- are ones that will
crats
But national surveys show attract young people, but the
that many yond voters have flet White House still isn't doing
let down by the president. At a enough to attract young voters,
time when nearly everything
"I think there's a fundamencan be obtained instanta- tal difference between the way
neously, (fast food, e-mail, our generation looks at politics
etc.) the government appears and the way our parents look
to move way too slowly.
at politics," he said.
When it came to weighty
While older Americans ac
issues such as health care and tively search out information
tax reform, the 'change' didn't about candidates through the
come fast enough, and the newspaper of other resources,
point-and -click generation "Our generation says,'I got to
was disenthralled.
bust mys ass to find a job. I got
In 1996, it remains to be to bust my ass to stay in school,
seen how many young people Somebody better come and
will show up at the polls. The talk to me.'"
youth vote is up for grabs at
Susie Gordem, a 21 year old
this point in the election..
senior at the University of KanWayne Snyder, a classmate sas, does not plan on voting
of Wachter's, said that he did because she thinks it is "too
not wish to be affiliated with much of a hassle. I'm so
any political party. He said that univolved with politics. Right
he might vote for Clinton be- now, it just doesn't spark my
cause he "sounds the best of interest. I run away from it."
everybody", but said he'd
If she votes, she'll probably
change his mind "if somebody vote for whoever her parents
show up worth listening to." vote for. " I feel like anyone
Snyder's comment is typi- could lead our contry," she
cal, according to Gwen Lipsky, said,
senior vice president of reJoe Galli, national chairman
search and planning at MTV. of the College Republicans,
A MTV poll showed aupport said he used to think that young
manong young people for a people were disaffected and
potential Reform Party candi- cynical about politics, but now
date in key states: Michigan, he believes the main reason
New Jersey and California.
why many young people do not
"As we've seen throughout vote of choose a party is beelection year, young people cause of inexperience,
still very actively weighing "They're young and they're
their votes," Lipsky said, "the newly exposed to it," he said,
current support for a Reform
continued on page 13
the

are
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^••jj^ughes Medical Institute

1997
Predoctoral Fellowships
in Biological Sciences
80 Fellowships will be awarded by the Howard Hughes Medical Institute for
full-time study toward a Ph.D. or Sc.D. degree in the biological sciences listed
below Awat ds are for three years, with extension possible for two additional
yearsof full support. Fellowship awards provide an annual stipend of $15,000
and aI c;i5 000 annual cost-of-education allowance, effective June 1997.
Eligible fieldsGfstudy include
biochemistry
mathematical and computational biology
microbiology
biophysics
molecular biology
biostatistics
neuroscience
cell biology
'.
pharmacology
developmental biology
physiology
epidemiology
structural
biology
genetics
virology
immunology
The fellowships are intended for students who have completed less than one
year of graduate study toward M.S., Ph.D., or Sc.D. degrees in biological sci
ences Students who hold or are pursuing medical or dental degrees (M.D.,
D.O D V.M., D.D.S.) may also be eligible to apply for fellowship support for
study toward the Ph.D. or Sc.D.
The program is open to both U.S. citizens and foreign citizens. Students with
U.S citiz enship may take the fellowship abroad. Non-U.S. citizens must study
in the United States.
The application deadline is November 15,1996.

This international fellowship competition is administered by the National
Research Council. For copies of the Program Announcement or Application:
Write
Hughes Fellowship Program
The Fellowship Office
National Research Council
2101 Constitution Avenue
Washington, DC 20418
United States of America
Fax
(202) 334-3419
E-mail
infofell@nas.edu
Telephone
(202) 334-2872
Internet
http://fellowships.nas.edu
The Howard Hughes Medical Institute, an Equal Opportunity Employer, welcomes applications
from all qualified candidates and encourages women and members of minority groupstoappiy^

Sexier Course
Titles Designed
i;o Attract More
Students
3y Colleen Debaise
College Press Service
Students leafing through
iirmingham-Southern
College's course catalogue
can choose between a South
ern Culture course titled " Dirt
Roads and Dixie" or a meteo
rology class titled "What's Up
in the Atmosphere".
The college's photography
department offers a course
titled "Marilyn Monroe: from
Image to Icon" while the En
glish department offers a Ger
man - English literature course
titled "Snow White meets
Frankenstein".
So whatever happened to
Biology 101 and Introduction
to Anthropology? Although
most colleges stick with tra
ditional course titles, a new
wave of snazzier, sexier
names are popping up in col
lege catalogues all over the
U.S.
Such
unconventional
course titles are useful market
ing tools among today's gen
eration of students who were
weaned on MTV, Oprah and
other popular Daytime Talk
Shows.
For instance, Wesleyan
University offers "Girl Talk",
which deals with the works of
Virginia Woolf and Oscar
Wilde. Chapman University
offers a history course on
"Faith, Fear and Folly" while
Washington College offers
science courses with names
such as "It's Analytical My
Dear Watson" and "Sizing Up
our Wired World",
Although critics charge
that unusual course titles are
often too gimmicky and mis
leading, the titles nonetheless
seem to be drawing in more
students than their traditional
counterparts.
Pam Regis, an associate
professor of English at Westem Maryland College states
that the new course titles of
fer better packaging and pub
licity, though she admits that
such titles can look confusing
on college transcripts.
For Instance, imagine the
reaction to Amherst College's
course "For Every Pharaoh
there is a Moses" , which is
actually a course on modem
Islamic writers.
Giving livelier names to
college courses is nothing
new. Faculty have been jazz
ing up course names since

wwn.

Naming course titles has
become somewhat similar to
naming Hollywood movies.
The course titles capture the
fresh approach that will entice
students to enroll and have
thus far proved popular
among college students.

Church fires

' of arsons or i
firos In churches since Jan. 1,
1993, by state:
Alabama
Georgia 1H18
*
Florida M Bit:
Louisiana
>15

N. Carolina
. Oklahoma I!

20
24

S.Carolina
Texas
®OURC£; State tire marehats'oWeas
NOTE: Art*, and Term, had no

m
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He predicted that
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cause ot his issuer- K«I
^budge, and refon^„^
^
emmem;„tW
en s predicted more
y°™g people will vo "for

"'her hand is iike^

Angie Orgnisanti, a 21 year
old sales woman for Inside
Urban Outfitters says she's jn
teres,ed in votinJorha7Jd
Party candidate. Orgisanti,
°SM dark hair is streaked
with bleach blond and who's
fingernails are painted black
says the her father would dis
courage a third party vote as
useless, but says that she can't
really warm up to Dole and is
hesitant about Clinton. "He's
the kind of guy who'd pick me
up in a bar," she explained.

(NAPS)—Three ways to fight, high
cholesterol are diet, exercise, and when
appropriate, medication. For more
information on surviving high choles
terol, call 1-800-568-LIFE.

One credit card company, AT&T
Universal Card Services (UCS), lets
its customers use the Internet to get
timely, secure information about
their accounts. The UCS home page
is located at httpy/www.attcom/ucs.
Controlling fleas is easier if you
use a flea product that kills adult
fleas, such as Advantage™ Flea
Adulticide. For more information on
flea control, visit Advantage's home
page (httpyAvww.nofleas.com) or call
1-800-NO-FLEAS—663-5327.
For great recipes featuring rums
from Puerto Rico, send a stamped,
self-addressed business-size enve
lope to Puerto Rico Rum: From
Drinks to Desserts, 666 Fifth
Avenue, New York, NY 10103-159.

Sncarta, Natural. Poweipoint. Wircto
[the Psntium Processor logos are re)
be higher or lower than the ZDS dire
irlabte Interest rate on the Campus Zj
It month. Any changes to such rate wi
rate of 12.5 0%. The loan has a 7 yes
n your APR would be 1 4.59%. and y

jademarks of Micros oft Corporation. Z-Station Is a registered trademr
porallon Specifications and pricing subject to change without notice,
(stems Corporation. * Each loan i s subject to credit approval and mini
f prime rate plus 4.25%. The prime rate is the rate of interest reported (
5s day each calendar month and will remain in effect unfi! father chare
natty. If you were to borrow $2,020.00 and maintained a cortstart varia
$36.22 for 84 months. Any increase in the prime ra te may take the fa

Complete multimedia computer customize for students

Pentium 100 MHz

Pentium 133 MHz

Pentium 166 MHz

Campus Z-Station® features:
• Powerful Intel® processor
• Large capacity hard drive
• Plenty of memory to run today's hottest applications
• Plug & Play into your campus network with a high-speed modem

1.2GB

1.6GB

2.1GB

14" (13.2" viewable)

15" (13.7" viewable)

15" (13.7" viewable)

$1799

$2199

$2499

$1899*

$2299

$2599

Desktop Systems include Microsoft® Natural® Keyboard
and Microsoft Mouse

Experience Campus Z-Station, call

Loaded with Microsoft software for study and fun
• Microsoft Office for Windows 95 with Word, Microsoft Excel,
PowerPoint, Microsoft Access, Schedule+, Encarta 96
Encyclopedia, Microsoft Internet Assistants
• Microsoft Windows 95 with Microsoft Internet Explorer 2.0
• Microsoft Plus!
• Games for Windows 95
• Norton Antivirus and more
Diet a nd exercise are impor
tant In controlling cholesterol. So
is keeping track of cholesterol
levels.

The freat Colege
Drive-In Movte~

http://www.zds.com
education@zds.com

Hewlett Packard Color DeskJet available
Ask about Microsoft Programmer's Dream Pack

Protease inhibitors: New drugs that slow AIDS virus' growth
The Food and Drug Administration has approved three new AIDS drugs, each of w hich combats the HIV virus in the same way.
Called protease inhibitors, these drugs slow the spread of HIV and work most effectively with other available AIDS drugs.

fc- How HIV infects the body

A growing force of te mps
Layoffs and the diminishing rewards for
worker loyalty to employers are dnving more
Americans to take temporary jobs.

*• U.S. temporary-help payroll
In bi llions of dollars
1991 .
- .

j $13.945

HIV depends on the cells it in fects to make new copies of
itself. The new copies of HIV infect other cells until billions of
cells in the body are infected.
One of HIV's favorite targets is a white blood cell called a
CD4 cell, which is important for triggering other infectionfighting cells into action. HIV destroys these CD4 cells,
weakening the body's immune system. As the immune
system weakens, other diseases and infections can develop
in t he body.

; of average daily employees

„ 2 - 16
rorits In temporary Jobs
/ office and clerical jobs are
Percentage of total payro
workers, by industry .

/clerical

• Professional

Tini

• Other

(a type of white
Once HIV is in a cell, particular
enzymes help in t he replication
process. One enzyme called
protease (pronounced pro-teeayz) plays a key role at the
end of the process.

HIV
-

{the AIDS
virus)

g

K k

1

The small segments move
to other cells to replicate
themselves and spread the
HIV virus.

HIV m oves into the nucleus
the cell's command center and produces long chains of
proteins as well as enzymes.

The long chains
cannot form now
copies of HIV- and infect
other cells— until they are cut
into smaller pieces.

service

HIV p rotein chain

The long uncut chains still form new
copies of HIV tha t move through the
body, but because they are "defective,"
they can't infect other cells. If fe wer cells
are infected by HIV, the immune system
won't weaken as quickly.

HIV enters an
a uninfected
cell.

a

lot total 100 due to rounding
"CE: Natl. Assn. of T emporary and Stan

&

CD4 cell

$27.89

smporary-help employment

The newest HIV drugs are called
protease inhibitors because they stop
the cutting action of t he protease
enzymes by "locking up" the
protease "scissors."

SOURCES: I
Care. Food and Drug Administration, researchTy LARA WEBER

Hew HIV

Segments

e protease
enzyme acts like
scissors" by
cutting the HIV protein
chain into potent

Protease

* How the FDA
approves new drugs
1. The developer of a
new drug files an
application with the
FDA. This
documentation tells the
drug's whole story,
including: what
happened during clinical
tests, how the drug is
constituted, results of
animal studies, how the
drug behaves and how
it's manufactured.
2. If the drugmaker
applies for accelerated
approval (for a highpriority drug), the clinical
tests are done during
the approval process.
3. The FDA does an
on-site inspection of t he
drug developers, where
more studies can be
requested.
4. The FDA prioritizes
new drug applications.
An AIDS drug, for
instance, has top
priority.
5. Up to six teams of
scientists study the new
drug simultaneously
before pooling their
results.
6. A supervisory team
decides whether to
approve the drug or
reject it.
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The Office of Student Hctiuities presents....
Department Head: A1 Harris Arian Camilleri is the Chair
Secretary: Annette Logue
person of Rock Me Produc
Office Assistants:
tions. Rock Me brings musi
Heather Whitley
cal acts ranging from free
Tenika Sapp
lunchtime acts such as
MIGHTY PURPLE and CAT
Joanna Accurso
FISH
JENKINS to full blown
Hours of normal operation:
concerts like Grammy Award
8am -8pm M-F.
Located on thefirst floor of the Winning recording artists ALL
Memorial College Center FOR ONE. They also provide
(MCC) across from the eleva AASU's own
BANDEtor.
MONIUM which celebrates
Special Services: Student ID's it's Tenth Anniversary this
are free andare issued onTues year. Bandemonium provides
days ONLY between the hours
of 11 - 1 pm and 4-6 pm. If a showcase of regional music
you lose your ID there is a talent to the stage of the Fine
$5.00 replacement charge. Arts Auditorium.
Quarterly validation stickers
can be picked up anytime dur Heather Whitley is Chairper
ing normal office hours.
son of EMCEEs. EMCEEs
Student Activities coordinates presents comedians of all
a number of services for stu styles to AASU. Usually of
dents including: Video Arcade
and Game Room, Studio A - fers free lunchtime shows in
featuring satellite TV projected the Memorial Medical Center
on a large screen, free comedi - MCC- EMCEES - Get it?!
ans, concerts on Shearhouse Last year EMCEES brought us
Plaza, dinner theaters, Kid's Wendy Liebman (loved her!),
Night Out, interesting speak Frank King (won't be back)
ers, novelty acts and much and Marty Putz (the gadget
more! The student newspaper fiend).
"The Inkwell" is also provided
free of charge and is an outlet
for budding writers and non- Jason Herndon heads up
Open Door Productions. Open
writers alike.
Most of these events are spon Door hosts the ever popular
sored by the Union Board free annual Beach Bash, novelty
of charge to students. When acts such as "Fun Flicks",
there is a feecharged, (i.e. con speakers, and new for this year,
cert tickets) it is due to the high "The Great College Drive-In
cost of the musical/entertain
ment act, and a student dis Movie" on Friday November
1st.
count will be given.
The following is the hit list of Ramona Harmon is the chair
who you need to talk to about person for VAPAC, the Visual
and Performing Arts Commit
events on campus:
tee.
VAPAC sponsors art
shows
in
the Fine Arts build
Dion Couch - Programming
Coordinator: Dion, former ing, lectures, plays, and the
Rock Me Productions chair, annual Dinner Theater.
now advises Rock Me , Em
Seek these people out to offer
cees and Open Doorand assists your suggestions for entertain
in the production of events as ing students at AASU or to be
needed. Dion's office is lo come part of their committee
cated in the Student Activities. and join us in our fun !

&

GO TO OFFICER
TRAINING
SCHOOL

Put your college
degree to work in the Air
Force Officer Training School.
Then, after graduating from
Officer Training School, become a
commissioned Air Force officer
with great starting pay, complete
medical and dental care, 30 days
of vacation with pay per year and
management opportunities. Learn
if you qualify for higher education
in the Air Force. Call
AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF
=Oit€™

From Left to Right: Ramona Harmon, Dion Couch, and Heather Whitley.

The Loyal Crew: Tenika Sapp, Annette Logue and A1 Harris

Jason Herndon plays the commedian.

Joanna Accurso cheers everyone up.

Monday - Friday^M
I 7*00 ^lQtOO^fe I^rakfast..
10:00 - 10:301am Limited Service
Closed from 10|00p- ll:00 a?

1JL:00 - 2:00 piffRliun
x Closed from
/ 3:00- 4:00 pr

ervice

4:<g>\

Saturday
Noon - 2:00 Chick-Fil-A and Limited Service
Sunday
_
4:30 - 5:30 Dinner and Limt

Chick-fil-A
Monday - Friday
11:00 - 2:30 pm
3:00 - 7:00 pm
Saturday
12:00 - 2:00 pm
Closed on Sundays

On September 16, 1620, Puritan
separatists from the Church of
England, some living in Holland,the
Plymouth Pilgrims, left Plymouth,
England on the Mayflower, the des
tination being Virginia ... Septem
ber 18,1759, during the French and
Indian War, the British captured
Quebec in battles in which both
French General Montcalm and
British General Wolfe were killed ...
September 22, 1776, Nathan Ha le
was executed as a spy by the British
uttering the immortal words, "I
regret that I have only onelife to give
for my country" ... September 21,
1784, the Pennsylvania Packet &
General Advertiser, America's first
successful daily newspaper, was
published ... September 17, 1787,
the Constitution was adopted by the
delegates to the Constitutional con
vention ... September 19, 1796,
George Washington delivered his
Farewell Address as president,
giving strong warni ngs against per
manent alliances with foreign
powers, big public debt, large
military establishmen t, and d evices
of "small, artful, enterprising
minority" to control or change
government... September 20,1797,
the Constitution (Old Ironsides) was
launched in Boston ... September
19, 1881, President James A. Gar
field succumbed to a gunshot wound
he sustained on July 2 ... September
17, 1911, C.P.. Rodgers began the
first transco ntinental airplane flight
(with numerous stops planned) from
New York, bound for Pasadena ...
September 16,1915, Haiti became
a U.S. protectorate under a treaty ...
September 16, 1920, a bomb ex
ploded on Wall Street in Ne w York
City, killing 30 people, injuring 100
and doing $2 million worth of
damage ... September 21, 1957,
Governor Orval Faubus of Arkansas
complied with a federal court order
to remove the National Guardsmen
he had called out in early September
to bar nine black students from enter
ing previously all-white Central
High School in Little Rock ... Sep
tember 21,1981, in a 99-0 vote, the
Senate confirmed the appointment of
Sandra Day O'Connor as an as
sociate justice of the U.S. Supreme
Court, the first woman appointed to
that body ...

Featuring 18 Pool Tables, 3 Dart Boards,
Snooker & Full Bar + Deli!

Arian Camilleri prepares for BANDEMONIUM.

Cafeteria Hours

This Week In History

13051 Abercorn Street • Savannah, Ga., 31419

Free Half-Hour of Pool with
Lunch Purchase Monday - Saturday!
11:00 a.m. - 1:00 a.m. Monday - Thursday
11:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m. Friday - Saturday
1:00 p.m. - midnight on Sunday

Tuesday Night is College Night!
Discount Pool and
$1.00 Drafts w/ valid College ID!

AASU Coupon

Southside Billiard Club
One Hour of Pool Half Price
Limit One Per Person Per Visit
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announcements
P
lA
I VV

hi^Hri9i.n?' members of the
tonn.~sp'tt'n9> f|ame-blowing,
i°"9"e'flickin9' and guitar-

»mK ?9 r°Ck
rr._,

band KISS h3Ve

°n a full makeup and
•ol
world tour af
ter a 17 year hiatus. Except for
a tew personnel changes, the
legendary band never really
oke up, having recorded
more than 50 albums.
'
Paul Stanley and Gene
Simmons reunite with Ace
rrehley and Peter Criss, leav
ing the other member fill-ins at
nome on retainer. They will
probably do Atlanta between
now and Halloween, selling out
ed

U^e reunion

ing them in Ch arleston sc /nf®; However, 1,11 be see24tH" Hopefully'
there won't be a test the next day'
bes,; ,he hottes'

Public Ser vice Announcement
The Skidaway Marine Science Skidaway River. Stay for Sunannounces a set! This event is incelebration
Savannah Symphony of Coastweeks '96 in Georgia,
oncert, Sponsored by the For more information, call
Chatham County Commission. 598-2496.
The concert is in conjunction
with Open House Activities at The Skidaway Marine Founthe University of Georgia Ma- dation is also sponsoring a
rine Extension Center and the Slide/Lecture Presentation of
Skidaway Institute of Ocean- the Schooner BLACK DOUography. Open House Activi- GLAS. The three masted
ties run from noon until 5:00 Black Douglas, currently
on Saturday, September 28, named the Aquarius, took part
and include behind the scenes in the Savannah Olympic
Aquarium Tours, Marine Vid- Opening Ceremonies in July,
eos, Open Laboratories, Tours The lecture will be presented
of the Research Vessel, Ellue by Wainwright Roebling, son
Fin, Walking Tours of the Old of Robert C. Roebling, for
Modena Plantation, led by a whom the ship was built. The
Descendent of Robert C. program will be on Friday
Evening, September 27, at the
Roebling, and more!
The Symphony Concert will Savannah Science Museum.
take place at 5:00 RM. on the Refreshments will be served at
bluff behind the Aquarium, 7 P.M. with the lecture beginwhich is located on the north ning at 7:30. This event is part
end of Skidaway Island. Bring of the Coastweeks '96 Celebraa blanket or chairs, and a pic- tion in Georgia and is Free and
nic and enjoy an evening of Open to the Public. For more
music on the banks of the information, call 598-2325.
I I 1 I 11 II

1UJ
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T ate Entries
Come join the Armstrong
Atlantic Community Band!

If you can play an instrument,
you may be interested in join
ing the AASU community Band,
directed by Dr. James Anderson.
There is no charge to participate
or perform. Rehearsals are each
Monday from 7:30- 9:00 P.M.
and the first rehearsal will be
September 16 in the AASU Fine
Arts Band Hall. The first con
cert will be held outdoors at the
Tybee Island Pier on Sunday,
October 27 at 4:00 P.M.
A wide variety of band mu
sic to be performed includes
contemporary, marches, and
show tunes. Approximately
sixty adults with various back
grounds participate in the band,
including senior citizens, profes
sionals, college students and
high school students. If you
would like to join or would like
more information, call James
Anderson at 927-5325.

Thursday, September 12,
onterey Square will be closed
to visitation through the remainer of the month due to disassemy of the Pulaski Monument,
onterey Square will be a hard
hat construction site while the
monument is being taken down,
The process of disassembly is difficult and will require the full Concentration of workers. Due to the
tonnage of stone blocks being
moved and the heavy equipment
necessary to move them, the
Square will be barricaded and
closed to the public.
For more information, contact the
Park and Tree Services at 6516610*
Receive a Free Mammogram The Chatham County Unit of the
American Cancer Society in partnership with local hospitals is
sponsoring a Breast Cancer
n

Project . In order to be eligible,
you must attend a Breast Self
Exam Class that lasts approximately 90 minutes. You must also
be between the age of 35 and 49.
Women over the age of 50, are
eligible for a free mamogram
through BreasTest and More
(355-5196)
Testing runs from Sept. 14 to
Oct 17. For more detailed information contact Sylvia Manes at
355-5196 or FAX 355-0955.
Prostate Cancer Awareness
Month - This year nearly 7,600
men in Georgia will be diagnosed
with prostate cancer. It could happen to you, but don't panic. Early
detection and treatment can mean
a 94% survival rate. Take advantage of free prostate cancer
screenings during the month of
September, sponsored by candler,
Memorial , St Joseph's, WTOC

COLLEGE UNION BOARD
ACTIVITIES FOR FALL QUARTER
^ep ^ Ashmore Hall Aud.
BANACHEK - America s #1
Thoughtreader
Oct 4 EMCEES
Coffee House Atlantic with
The NUDES and comedian
BUZZ SOUTHERLAND
Oct 10 Shearouse Plaza
CELEBRATE AASU!
Activities all day including
an Organizational Fair, free
f°od' and featuring.
ANGRY SALAD, GREG
WILLIAMS, and ERIC
CULBERSON & theEROC
BAND,
Shearouse Plaza
^HE SOUND - Acapella A
*"a Carte
Oct 18 Fine Arts Aud.
Garth's right hand man,
TY ENGLAND
Country/Western Songs

Oct 19 Fine Arts Aud.
"The Blue & Gray in Black
& White" starring
SPARKEY RUCKER
Oct 26 MCC
Kids Night Out 6-9pm
Nov 1 Big Parking Lot
THE GREAT COLLEGE
DRIVE -IN MOVIE featur
ing "Twister" starts at 8 pm
Nov 5 EMCEES
Comedian NEHL BOB AL
Nov 7 Shearouse Plaza
2nd year in a ro w - MIGHTY
PURPLE
Nov 14 EMCEES
Nutcase comedian BRAD
STEIN
For more information on any
of these activities call the
Student Activities Office at
927-5300.

On Monday October 7th from 10:00 to
11:30 in the Job Placement Office, You When planes crash
When is the risk of a plane crash the highest? Percentages of
will have the opportunity to meet Clint airplane
crashes that occur at each stage of flight:
19.1%
^'°
Wilkes, the author of "College Guide to
4.6%
Descent
Climbing
and
to cruise
En
route
A Summer Job in Yellowstone"
altitude
1 2 /o

Angry Salad to appear Thursday at 10:00

Celebrate AASU
Thurs. October 10th
Forget about class! AASU into music, there will also be a
will be rocking all day and into guest appearance by Chancelthe night, celebrating our re- lor Portch to unveil the new
cently appointed University AASU logo and updated masstatus.
cot.
There will be Free Food,
There will also be games, an
Lree Coca Cola, Door Prizes, Organizational Fair, A Chili
Live Music, featuring - Greg Cook Off and Much, Much
Williams, Melanie Mirande, More!!
Angry Salad, Eric Culberson
Come out and join the fun!
and the Eroc Band.
Events will take place from
For those of you who aren't 11:00 to 18:00.

Trivia Test
by Linda Luckhurst

Wilkes will be holding an informal seminar to allow
students to ask questions about obtaining summer jobs
Percent of total plane crashes
in the national parks. A copy of his book is available
1983-1993, westem-built
commercial jets
in the carrer library, upstairs in the Memorial College —
Center (cafeteria building) and in the Inkwell Office NOTE: Numbers add up to 99.9% due to rounding
SOURCE: National Transportation Safety Board
down the hall.

The Inkwell Photo Contest
Can You Guess who this
AASU Instructor Is? If you
can, you could be the winner
of two tickets to any United
Artist Theatre.
If no one guesses who she
is, we'll give you a hint in the
next Inkwell.
If there are still no winners,
the tickets are hers to keep.
All full-time faculty and
staff are welcome to participate
in our photo contest by send
ing us a photo of themselves
as children, or young adults.
Everyone is allowed to send
in their guesses, so if you sub
mit a photo, keep the informa
tion quiet or ask your peers no
to give away your secret!
Send your guesses to.
The Inkwell
11935 Abercorn
Savannah, GA 31419
or drop your guesses on a
the Student Activities Office
hy September 25th.

and the American Cancer Society,
Call 355-5196 for more information.
Savannah Sings Auditions- The
City of Savannah Department of
Cultural Affairs/Leisure Services,
V.I.S.T.A., Choral Music Program, will hold city wide open
auditions for singers and dancers
to participate in Savannah Sings,
a debut public performance eelebrating the Savannah Family and
Community. This performance is
scheduled for October 26, 1996
in the St. Pius Family Resource
Center on Anderson Street. The
City of Savannah is extremely
excited to have Vocalist Darryl
Williams, winner of the 1996
OnStage American Traditions
Competition, directing this
project. Call Darryl Williams or
Patrick Daniel at 651-3601 or
651-6417 for information

Highway hazards

Medical attention

Drive carefully. Roads
could be debris filled and
slick or in danger of b eing
washed away. Watch for
downed power lines
and trees.

Medical care should be
available at hospital
emergency rooms, fire
stations or walk-in clinics

1. U.S. States: What is the nick
name of Kentucky?
2. Imported: What British
television series served as the in
spiration for "All in the Family"?
3. Romance: Whose courtship was
called the love story of the century?
4. The Theater: What George
Bernard Shaw play was the inspira
tion for "My Fair Lady"?
5. World Cities: What Egyptian
city was founded by Alexander the
Great in 331 B.C.?
6. Music: Who sang the 1963 hit,
"It's My Party"?
7. Food: What was the first readyto-eat breakfast cereal?
8. The Final Frontier: Who was
the first woman in space?

Do not touch loose,
dangling or damaged
wires. If poss ible, report
them to the power
company or police.

1. the Bluegrass State; 2. "Till
Death Do Us Part"; 3. Edward VIII
and Wallis Warfield Simpson's; 4.
"Pygmalion"; 5. Alexandria; 6. Les
ley Gore; 7. Shredded Wheat 8.
Valentina Tereshkova

Hurricane aftermath
How to stay safe after a hurricane passes:

1

What to avoid
Do not sightsee in
disaster areas because
it could interfere with
rescue or recovery
operations

u
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On the lookout

Check for leaking gas lines
by smell only. If a |jn e is
leaking, open all windows
and doors. Turn off ma in
meter and leaveh°use. Notify gas
company or P°'|C 1
V out of
the house.

m
n

Trivia Test Answers

Report broken sewer or
water lines to the
appropriate utility
department

Watch out for snakes,
insects or other animals
that may have been
driven to higher ground

Stay tuned to radio and
TV for advice and
instructions

Make certain food and
water
have not
been spp"ed because of
of electricity 0r
flood waters

Be careful to prevent fires
because fighting them
coufd be made difficult by
low water pressure

Be care^'.^^n entering

Use caution when Jetting
your pet outdoors

Bible Quiz
Who was the first person
to break all ten command
ments and still live? (Exo
dus 2:2,3)
Who walked up a moun
tain but never walked
down? (Exodus 34:1-5)
Who walked down a
mountain but never
walked up it? (Genesis 8:4)
How long wasMoses in the
Ark? (Exodus 2:2,3)

0®1996

Fashionably Fatal: Cigar Smoking
Can Be A Dangerous Hobby
(NAPS)—All of a sudden, you
see celebrities puffing away on
them at Hollywood bashes, maga
zine covers featuring supermodels
smoking them and sophisticated
diners lighting up in restaurants.
It's a fact. Cigar smoking has
increased dramatically in the last
few years. According to government
statistics, Americans smoked 2.34
billion large cigars from July 1994
to June 1995, a seven percent
increase from the previous year
and the first rise since 1970.
Unfortunately what society
deems as glamorous and stylish is
actually a potentially fatal hobby,
according to the American
Association of Oral and Maxillo
facial Surgeons (AAOMS).
Health Concerns Need to
Win Out Over Fashion
Despite the rise in cigar tast
ings, cigar nights in chic dining
spots and cigar club meetings, the
fact remains: cigar smoking is
dangerous. The risks associated
with smoking cigars include oral
and lip cancer, gum disease and
other serious complications,
warns AAOMS.
More than 28,000 new cases of
oral cancer were diagnosed in
1995, and during the same period
it caused 9,000 deaths. Cigar and
pipe smokers have four to ten
times the risk of dying from laryn
geal, oral or esophageal cancer
than non-smokers.
Don't Get Hooked
Since a large cigar carries the
nicotine kick of about four or five
cigarettes, even a few cigars per
week or month might produce
nicotine cravings. Although, the
harmful effects of cigar and pipe
smoke appear to be largely limited
to those sites which are exposed to
the smoke of these products, evi
dence from countries where smok
ers tend to consume more cigars
and inhale them to a greater

Draxibn

x'/n TRY IN' TR
FIND R DRTE ON
THE INTERNET
BY POSTING R
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degree than in the United States
indicates that the incidence of
lung cancer becomes elevated to
levels approaching those of
cigarette smokers.
As early identifiers ol and
treatment specialists for oral can
cer, AAOMS warns people not to
smoke cigars or use any type of
tobacco. If, however, you don't
kick the habit, oral and maxillofa
cial surgeons recommend a
monthly self-examination.
Look for the danger signals
including:
• reddish or whitish patches
within the mouth
• a sore that fails to heal and
bleeds easily
• a lump or thickening of the
tissues
• chronic sore throat or
hoarseness
• difficulty in chewing or
swallowing
To complete an oral examina
tion using a bright light and a
mirror:
• look and feel inside of lips,
front of gums
• tilt head back to look at and
feel the roof of mouth
• pull each cheek out to see the
inside and also the back gums
• put out tongue, look at all
surfaces
• feel lumps or enlarged lymph
nodes (glands) in both sides of the
neck and under the lower jaw
Write to AAOMS Department
P1Z for a detailed brochure on lip
and mouth cancer, at 9700 W. Bryn
Mawr, Rosemont, 111. 60018-5701

MAMA'S BOVZ by JERRY CRAFT

Q. Is it true Christopher Reeve
will be joining the Clinton ad
ministration if the president is re
elected? If so, in what capacity?
Margaret B.
A. No one has confirmed this
report. However, it is true ht at Reeve
has been in touch with the White
House about government support for
research into spinal cord injuries. Al
though Chris has developed a close
friendship with Clinton, you can be
sure he'll continue to be active in this
area no matter who resides at 1600
Pennsylvania Avenue at any given
time.
Q. Did the late Bobby Darin ever
have any other children beside the
son he and Sandra Dee had? Mar
shall G.
A. Not that I'm aware of.

King Crossword
r~ s— 4

ACROSS
1
1 Science workshops
12
5 Use a spatula
9 Bikini top
I512 Wind instrument
13 Joel's
"Cabaret"
co-star
21 22 23
14 Listening
25
device
15 Salt shakers?
30
17 Rubbertree
plant
33
18 Desire
19 Anti-polio
136
doctor and kin
21 Skiers' mecca
38 39
24 Carol role
25 Sense
42
26 Acted abjectly
30 Healers' org.
43
31 "You Light Up
My Life"
5i
singer
32 Deposit
51 Patriotic org.
33 Lightly
52 Everything
undulating
else
35 Tragic
53 Tuna recipe
36 Press agent?
DOWN
37 "Norma Rae"
1 Section of L.A.?
star
2 Honest politician
38 "My Fair Lady"
3 Fluffy
locale
accessory
40 But, in
4 "II" movie, e.g.
Boulogne
5 Standard
42 Stir-frying
need
6 Beatnik's
43 Fortune
conversation
teller's read
filler
48 Storm center
7 Noun-to-verb
49 Therefore
suffix
50 Anger
8 Quiescent

n

Entertainment Extra by Evelyn Ludvigson
Q. Please write something that
will put my mind at ease about the
late Dean Martin. A friend says he
was mentally ill the last years of his
life which is why he was never
seen. I had never heard this story
before and I hope it's not true.
Thank you very much. Kathie C.
A. It's not true. While Dean was
deeply depressed following the
death of his son, Dean Martin, Jr.,
when the young man's plane crashed
during a military training exercise,
he was not mentally ill, nor was he
confined to his home or anywhere
else.
Despite his fame, Dean was a very
private man. Many who knew him
well said he was quite shy. The harddrinking character he played was
nothing like the real man. Unlike the
public Dean who played the
nightclub scenes, the real Dean Mar
tin preferred to sit in an old leather
easy chair in his den where he liked
to read or watch television.
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31 Police book
9 Famed star of
34 Paid player
British revues
35 Render
10 Foul-smelling
defenseless
11 Crafts' mates
37 "A pox upon
16 Coffee vessel
thee!"
20 Consensus datum
38 Dumbstruck
21 Somewhere out
39 Sauce source
there
40 Periodicals,
22 Biig rig
briefly
23 Nickname for
41 Oodles
Ernie Ford
24 Chuck Barris prop 44 Prior to
45 Compete
26 Enter
27 Director Howard 46 Blueprint
add-on
28 Count's counter
part
47 Solidify
29 Turned blue?

A ROOF-RIPPING, COW-TOSSING,
SILO-PULVERIZING E -TICKET."
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ASK EVELYN
A. Not quite. Vivian Mary Hartley
(her real name) was, indeed, born in
Darjeeling, India, to upper-class
English parents. She did, indeed,
spend some of her early school years
in England. You may have confused
her with Merle Oberon who tried
throughout her life to hide the fact
that her mother was Indian and her
father an English soldier. One of her
husbands was the producer,
Alexander Korda, whose nephew
later became a successful American
publisher and writer. He wrote
"Queenie," a novelized version of
his one-time aunt's life.
Q. I read that Eartha Kitt felt she
should have been asked to play the
Catwoman in the newest "Bat
man" movie. But isn't she just a
little too old for that? Bob W.
A. I've heard that story although no
one can trace it to Eartha. It must be
one of those apocryphal tales they'll
always tell about Hollywood stars.
Anyway, Eartha could probably still
fill out a catsuit quite nicely, thank
you. And let's face it, the only two
women who had the purrrrfect Catwoman moves were Eartha and Julie
Newmar.

Q. I recently returned from a
visit to a friend in London. She
took me along a lovely path and
Have a question? Send it to Evelyn
showed me a school Vivien Leigh Ludvigson, King Features Weekly
attended as a child. I was skeptical Service, 235 East 45th Street, New
since I believe Vivien kept her York, N.Y. 10017.
©1996 by King Features Synd.
identity as the daughter of an In
dian woman a secret and it would
have come out if she'd gone to an
English school. Am I right?
Pauline D.

Wealthiest nations in the world
The World Bank's list of t he richest countries,
GNP per capita in 1994
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